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The Data Records application provides a comprehensive suite of features and
functionality to capture and manage a wide range of animal inventory detailed data.

aim has proven to be the only animal records management solution with the
features and functionality to capture any information for any animal.
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Special thanks to:

The many Private, Commercial and Zoological customers who
have provided valuable feedback, comments and suggestions,
which have contributed to the design and development of the most
flexible and intuitive animal records management solution
available.

aim has been designed on three guiding principles:

1.  Empower the end user.   Give the end user what they need, to do whatever they want.

2.  The user interface has to be consistent and uncomplicated, which breeds user familiarity across the
application.

3.  It doesn't matter what the end user has, or how many ... aim features and functionality must allow the
user to capture and manage any information for any animal.

The aim software group has met, and continues to meet, these principles.

NO OTHER animal recordkeeping system provides users with the features, functionality and flexibility
provided by aim.
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1 Introduction

Welcome ... you are joining the worldwide community of users who have chosen the ultimate
animal information management system to keep track of their very important animal inventory
records.

This software product is the result of working with users in every strata of the animal world ... single
pet owners to fully operational zoological parks ... to develop the most comprehensive and feature
rich animal information management system.

Many of the features and functionality in aim cannot be found in other animal record keeping
products ... which is why aim has become the technology of choice for animal records management
around the world.

Please take a few minutes to familiarize yourself with the aim product ... run the software side-by-
side with this help system.

This Quick Reference Guide is a living document.  The most current version is always shipped on
the product CD and placed on the website downloads & updates  page.  Following the installation
of the software, you may want to periodically visit the website downloads & updates  page to see if
there is a newer version of this quick reference guide available for download.

NOTE :  aim includes demo records to assist you in getting started.  At any time, you can exclude
(hide) the demo records from view with a View Group filter, or remove the demo records from the
database by opening the Architect - SQL Query Workshop and executing the delete demo records
SQL script.

  

1.1 Getting Started

There is a learning curve associated with every software application.  With aim, we have created an
intuitive user interface, laid out in a logical manner, which significantly reduces the amount of time
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that it takes to understand the features and functionality in the product version that you are using.

Where Do I Begin?

Depending on the version of the aim product that you are using, the user interface and menu system
will automatically reflect the following terminologies:

§ Specimens : terminology for Zoological users.

§ Animal Inventory Items : terminology for non-Zoological users.

Before you jump right into adding new animals to the database, please take the time to familiarize
yourself with this product and review the following topics.

How the Pieces Connect Together

User Interface

Common Features and Functionality

The above topics will give you a good head start toward understanding the aim animal information
management system.  Other helpful topics can be found in the Table of Contents.

When you are ready to begin entering animals into the database, review the Entering Animals into
the Database topic.

How To …

The topics in the User Interface | How To ... Common UI Tasks section of the Quick Reference
Guide provide tips and tricks related to performing common user interface tasks.

1.1.1 How The Pieces Connect Together

This topic presents information that describes how the components of the aim system are linked
together.  With this information, you will gain an understanding of how the pieces fit together.

Architect Data Records Print Shop

The three software components in the aim suite interact with underlying data tables that hold
configuration information and data which has been entered by the end user.
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Architect - This component contains advanced tools to perform queries as well as extend existing
data tables with additional data fields and the ability to create user defined data entry forms.

Data Records - This is the primary component for entering data records.  This is the optimum data
records suite for personal animal owners, 4H members, FFA members, Pony Club members, breed
associations, rehabilitation facilities, rescue and shelter facilities as well as zoological and science
center facilities. 

Print Shop - This component provides the tools to construct reusable report templates, custom forms
that mimic regulatory documents, custom pedigree and progeny printouts and breed association
certificates.

Data Entry Forms in the Data Records Component

Legend for Record Types

I   Records Linked to Animal Inventory Items

C  Records linked to Contact Items

Data Entry Form(s) Record Types Remarks

Overview I The Main Item table contains the primary set of
data for each animal inventory item.  Inventory
records are entered via the Overview or
Pedigree Workshop forms.
Contents of this data table are used when
navigating through the inventory on data entry
forms.

Pedigree Workshop I Graphical displays of pedigree and progeny. 
Provides a popup editor to enter Sire, Dam and
Progeny records.

Pairings and Progeny Matings I Read-only display of mated pairs and progeny.

Contacts C Enter address book records for people and
companies that you know and / or do business
with.

Acquisition I Enter acquisition specific information.

Disposition I Enter disposition specific information.

General Care & Maintenance I Enter information related to general care and
maintenance activities, such as general care,
medical, veterinary, supplies, etc.

Birthing Activities I Enter information related to birthing activities
with progeny detail records.
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Breed Services I Enter information related to Live Cover, Open
Cover, Artificial Insemination and Collection. 
Additional functionality to manage semen
storage records.

Competitions I  C Enter records for competitions shows and
events.

Calendar and Scheduling I  C Enter calendar and scheduling records.

Financial Ledger I  C Enter financial transaction records.

UDF - Linked to Inventory I User defined data entry forms, linked to animal
inventory items and created using the aim
Architect.

UDF - Linked to Contacts C User defined data entry forms, linked to contact
items and created using the aim Architect.

UDF - Standalone User defined data entry forms, not linked to
animal inventory or contact items and created
using the aim Architect.

1.1.2 Difference Between Professional & Zoological Versions

The difference(s) between the Professional and Zoological versions are minimal.  The broad range of
features and functionality are equivalent between the two versions.

The differences are:

· Each version has its own set of data tables (i.e., the database).

· The Overview Data Form uses specific data field captions (lexicon) depending on the version:

Professional
Unique ID - to record identification info such as tattoo, chip, ear tag, etc.
Breed Group - such as Equine, Bovine, Canine, Feline, Porcine, etc
Breed Name - such as Percheron, Clydesdale, Scottish Deerhound, Yorkshire, etc.

Zoological
Accession [GAN] - Global Accession Number
Local ID - also an accession number, typically assigned by the custodian facility
Taxonomic Name [scientific name], such as Canis Rufus Gregoryi
Common Name - such as Red Wolf
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1.2 Data Backup and Restore

Protect your data investment!

Periodically backup your data files to CD, Memory Stick or another location on the Network.

Your backup should include:

§ The database folder

§ The common folder

§ The planner templates folder

Additionally, if you have the Architect, backup the Architect folder.



Section

2User Interface
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2 User Interface

aim provides a consistent and intuitive user interface.

What does this mean to you?  It means that your learning curve is significantly reduced ... and when
you understand the layout and use of one data entry form, you have mastered all data entry forms in
the application.

The following topics describe individual elements of the user interface.

Menu System

Data Entry Forms

§ Toolbars

§ Navigation Window

§ Information Editors

§ Record Lists

2.1 Menu System

The Menu System provides single-click access to the forms and functionality within the application.  The following table describes
each of the application’s menu items.

Menu Sub Menu Description

File Close All Forms … Closes any forms that are open.

Exit Exit the application.

View Overview This menu item will display a multi-tab form.  This is the
primary location for entering new animal inventory items
into the database.

This form also provides the tools view and edit mating
relationships and progeny as well as batch editing tools.

Data Records  ( data entry forms ) This menu item will display a sub-menu to access the
following data entry forms:

§ Inventory Items

§ Acquisition and re-acquisition records.

§ Disposition and re-disposition records.

§ General Care and Maintenance records  (
medical and veterinary, supplies, feeds, etc. ).

§ Performance Measurement.

§ Birthing and birthing detail records.

§ Competitions, Shows and Events.

§ NAIS Record Book.

Calendar and Scheduling Displays the Calendar and Scheduling form.

Contacts and Vendors Displays the contact records form  ( address book ).

Financial Ledger Displays the Financial Ledger form.
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General Care and Gestation Planner This menu item will display a form that allows the user to
construct and reuse general care and gestation plan
templates.

Pedigree and Progeny Workshop This menu item will display the Pedigree Workshop form.

User Themes and View Groups This menu item will display the Themes and View Groups
forms:

§ Themes : Construct an unlimited number of user
defined themes.

§ View Groups : Construct an unlimited number of
user defined view groups.

Utilities and Wizards This forms provides access to the following utilities and
wizards:

§ OnDemand View Group Filter Designer.  Allows the user
to set dynamic View Groups for animal inventory or
address book items.

§ Reusable Report Title Images.

§ Selection Lists Manager.

Adoption and Foster Care This menu item will display the multi-tab Adoption and
Foster Care form:

§ Adoption and Foster Care applications and
searches.

§ Adoption and Foster Care History.

File Cabinet : Images, Videos and
Documents

This menu item displays a form where the user can link
images, videos and documents files to any animal inventory
item, or place images, videos and document files into a
general file cabinet.

User Forms Standalone This menu item provides access to User Defined Forms  (
UDF )  that have been created with the aim Architect.

Linked to Inventory Items | Specimens This menu item provides access to User Defined Forms  (
UDF )  that have been created with the aim Architect.

Linked to Contact Items This menu item provides access to User Defined Forms  (
UDF )  that have been created with the aim Architect.

Miscellaneous Enter new inventory item(s) using This menu item allows you to select the type of editor to
use when entering animal inventory items:

§ Single : allows you to enter one animal at a time.

§ Multiple : displays a multi-item editor which
allows you to enter more than one animal.

Use image in printed output title This is an on / off toggle.  When “on”, the selected image
from the Report Images list will be used in the printed
output.

Align image in printed output title Aligns the report image Left, Center or Right

Select application logo … Allows you to select your own bitmap image to be displayed
when the application starts.

Reset application logo … Resets the application logo to the factory logo when the
application starts.

View Linked Images in Overview Form This is an on / off toggle.  When “on”, linked images to an
animal inventory item will be displayed on the “linked
images” tab of the Data Records | Overview form.
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Runtime
Preferences

Displays a popup panel, which allows the user to
dynamically (runtime) select the following items:

§ User Interface Theme.

§ View Group.

§ Order of Records.

§ Report Title Image.

GoTo This menu item provides a mechanism to jump to a
specific animal inventory or contact item.

Help Quick Reference Guide … This file.

About … Displays product and company information.

2.2 Data Entry Forms

The user interface has been designed to be consistent and intuitive.  When you select a form from the menu system, the relevant
form will be displayed in the application workspace ( the area where the application logo appears when the application starts ).  

The elements within the data entry forms have been arranged to make it easy to understand and use.  The following diagram
presents a typical data entry form and identifies each of the core elements.

Typically, all data entry forms contain
four ( 4 ) components:

Toolbar.  The toolbar is always located
across the top of the data entry form.  It
contains the arrow keys to navigate
through the database ... and toolbar
buttons that perform specific functions.

Navigation Window.  This window
displays the current animal in view for
the data entry form.  The information in
this window changes as you navigate
through the database with the toolbar
arrow keys.

Information Editor.  Each data entry
form provides an information editor to
enter / edit a record of information.  The
toolbar directly above the information
editor is used to navigate records in the
record list for the current animal.

Record List.  The record list contains
all records that have been entered for
the current animal.

The above form is similar in layout and use to data entry forms throughout the application.  The following screen shots and
descriptions provide additional details for each data entry form component.
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  Grouping : This button will display a panel directly above the record list.  When the
panel is displayed, one or more data column headers can be placed onto the panel to
achieve grouping.

  Expand / Collapse : This toolbar button is used to expand or collapse grouped
records.

  Summary Footer : Displays a footer at the bottom of the record list pane.  individual
summaries can be displayed for any data column.

  Layout Editor : Displays a popup window that allows the user to modify the layout of
the record list.

  Export : Displays a popup window that allows the user to export the record list in
multiple formats  ( HTML, XML, XLS and TEXT ).

Toolbar.  The toolbar buttons provide
the following functionality:

 Navigation : Move
forward and backward through the
records in the data table.

  Batch Mode : When this
button is visible and selected, a single
record can be entered and distributed
to all members in a View Group.

  Split Transaction : When this
button is visible and selected, the
financial information will be equally
divided between all members of the
View Group.  This button is only
available when in Batch Mode.

   Print Preview and Print
: These buttons send the contents of
the record list to the Print Preview
window, or directly to the Printer.

  Custom Filter : Allows the user
to set custom filters on one or more
data columns in the record list.

  Auto Width : Adjusts the data
columns to fit within the record list
display pane.

  Apply Best Fit : Adjusts the
width of each data column to display
all information within the column.  A
white space buffer is provide to
present separation between the data
columns.

  Group Footer : When records
in the record list are grouped, this
toolbar button displays a summary
footer for the group.  Individual
summaries can be displayed for any
data column in the group.

  Inplace Editors : When this
toolbar button is visible, the user can
select the toolbar button to display
inplace editors within the record list. 
This allows the user to perform data
entry operations in the record list.
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Navigation Window.  This window will
always display the current animal
inventory or contact item.  As you
navigate through the database, the
contents of this window pane will
change to display basic information
which identifies the animal inventory or
contact item.

NOTE: The data fields displayed in this
window pane can be set to meet your
personal preferences.  See the User
Interface Themes topic for more details.

Information Editor.  The information
editor displays a single record of
information.  The data entry fields reflect
the type of data to be entered.  A
selected number of Factory forms
provide additional fields for financial
information which can be synchronized
with the financial ledger.

The toolbar buttons provide the
following functionality:

 Navigation : Move
forward and backward through the
records in the record list.

  Insert : Enter a new record.

 Delete : Delete the current record
in the record list.

  Edit : Modify an existing record.

  Save : Post the record to the
database.

  Undo : Cancel the active Insert
or Edit operation.

Ledger    or    : When this check
box is visible on the information editor
toolbar, it can be used to synchronize
the financial information in the editor
with the financial ledger.
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Record List.  The record list displays
all records associated with a specific
animal inventory or contact item.  As
demonstrated in the screen shot
example, this record list contains
General Care and Maintenance records
for the animal inventory item displayed
in the navigation window.

NOTE: Refer to the How To ...
Common UI Tasks topics for more
information related to working with a
record list, with specific topics for:

Adding or removing a record list
summary.

Adding or removing data columns in the
record list.

Changing the position of a column in the
record list.

Changing the size of a column in the
record list.

Selecting multiple rows in a record list.

2.3 Toolbars

The toolbars provide a collection of buttons and drop down selection lists that, when selected, perform specific functions.  The
toolbars have been designed to be common in their appearance to make it easy for you to understand their function and use.  This
section of the Quick Reference Guide will describe the toolbar layout and a description of each toolbar button.

The following images present example toolbar layouts.

Standard Toolbar.   These buttons appear on toolbars throughout the application.

Information Editor Toolbar with Financial Ledger Integration.

Pedigree Workshop Toolbar.

The buttons and behavior of the toolbars described below are used throughout the application.

Record Management

Go to First record.

Go to Previous record.

Go to Next record.
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Go to Last record.

Insert record.

Delete record.  This will permanently remove the selected record and all detail records, if
applicable.

Edit record.

Save record.

Undo (cancel) changes.

Preview  |  Print

Print Preview – Displays the print preview window.

Print – Displays the printer settings window for printing.

Record Lists

Batch Mode – Places the program into batch mode.  All animal inventory items currently in scope (
all, active, inactive or view group members ) will be included in the batch.

Split Transaction – Enabled when Batch Mode = ON.  Divides the currency value by the number of
animal inventory items in the batch and distributes the result to each.

Custom Filter – Provides custom filtering on individual columns in the records list.  When
selected, click the “down arrow” in the desired column header to display the filter selection options.

Grouping – Drag column header(s) onto the grouping panel to group by one or more columns in
the records list.

Auto Width – Adjust the column widths to display within the available viewing area.

Apply Best Fit – Adjust all column widths to display their content ... with a white space between
columns.

Expand / Collapse – Expands and collapses Record List groups.

Summary Footer – Displays a summary footer at the bottom of the records list.

Group Footer – Displays a summary footer for grouped rows in the records list.

Layout – Set layout properties for each column in the record list.

Export record list content to user-selected format  ( HTML, XLS, XML, TXT ).

Inplace Editors – Allows the user to perform record level data entry directly in the record list.
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Linked Items

Size image to fit within the viewable area.

Reset image to original display.

Print the currently displayed image.

Zoom In.

Zoom Out.

View the image, video or document file using the default application.  NOTE: Default applications
are determined by the file extension association in the system registry.

Financial Records

   
Synchronize with Financial Ledger – When this checkbox is checked, a corresponding record will
be created or edited in the Financial Ledger.

Unchecked – no corresponding record exists in the Financial Ledger data tables.

Checked - a corresponding record exists in the Financial Ledger.

Pedigree Workshop

Pedigree Mode – Select this toolbar button to display pedigree information.

Add Sire – Displays a popup editor to add a Sire.

Add Dam – Displays a popup editor to add a Dam.

Unlink Sire – Unlinks the current Sire from the selected animal inventory item.

Unlink Dam – Unlinks the current Dam from the selected animal inventory item.

Progeny Mode – Select this toolbar button to display progeny information.

Add Progeny – Displays a popup editor to add Progeny to the selected animal inventory item.

Progeny Matings – Displays all progeny and matings for the selected animal inventory item.

Displays a popup editor with information from the selected animal inventory item.

Displays the pedigree / progeny information in a table format, which can be exported.
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Show / Hide the expand and collapse buttons between generations in a pedigree or progeny
display.

Show Duplicates – Highlights duplicates within the pedigree display based on user-defined
criteria.

Display Preferences Panel – Show / Hide the preferences panel.

2.4 Navigation Window

The navigation window provides a visual cue of the animal inventory or contact item that is currently in focus.

The navigation window appears in the top left corner of each data entry form.
As you navigate through the data records, using the toolbar arrow buttons,
the information in the navigation window will display the active animal
inventory item or contact item when working in the address book.

The data fields displayed in the navigation window can be set to your personal / business preferences in the User Interface Themes
workshop.

2.5 Information Editors

Information Editors contain the data entry fields for each record of information.

Using the information editors is very straight forward.  The following rules apply:

§ Enter a New Record – Select the   toolbar button.  The information editor
will be placed into insert mode and the cursor positioned at the first data
entry field.

§ Delete the Record – Select the  toolbar button.  You will be prompted to
confirm the delete operation.  If you answer yes, the record will be deleted
from the database.

§ Edit an Existing Record – Select the   toolbar button.  The information
editor will be placed into edit mode.

§ Save the New or Modified Record – Select the   toolbar button.  If this is
a new record, it will be added to the database.  If this is an edited record, it
will update itself in the database.

§ Undo an Insert or Edit Operation – Select the  toolbar button.  The
information editor will be taken out of insert or edit mode and placed into
browse mode.  If the editor was in insert mode, the new record will not be
added to the database.  If the editor was in edit mode, the changes will not
be posted to the database.
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2.6 Record Lists

Record Lists provide a flexible, yet powerful, mechanism to view, manage and print data records.  

The following screen shots describe the parts of a record list and provide information related to the record list layout.

Across the top of the record list are the data column headers.  

Sorting

§ The columns can be sorted in ascending or descending
order, by clicking the left mouse button on the desired column
header.

§ To sort on multiple columns, hold down the Shift key when
clicking a column header.

§ To remove sorting on a column, hold down the Ctrl key when
clicking the column header.

Moving  ( reposition a column in the display )

§ Click on a column header and hold down the left mouse
button.

§ Drag the column header, left or right, to the new position.

§ Release the left mouse button and the column will be
positioned in the new location.

The button in the top left corner can be used to display the
available data columns for the record list.

Show / Hide Data Columns

§ Click the button to display the list of data columns.

§ Check the data column name(s) that you want to show.

§ Uncheck the data column name(s) that you want to hide from
view.

NOTE: The record list editor can also be used to show / hide
data columns.  Refer to the Record List Layout Editor topic for
more information.

Moving  ( reposition a column in the display )

§ Click on a column header name and hold down the left mouse
button.

§ Drag the column header name, up or down, to the new
position.

§ Release the left mouse button and the column will be
positioned in the new location.
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Additional layout functionality is available via the header popup
menu.

Display the Header Menu

§ Click the desired column header with the right mouse button
to display the popup menu.

§ Select the desired menu item.

A record list layout
editor is available with
many data entry forms
throughout the
application.  This editor
can also be used to
change the record list
layout or change the
caption text in a column
header.

Select the   
toolbar button to display
the record list layout
editor.  Refer to the 
Record List Layout
Editor topic for more
information.

Column summaries can be displayed for any data column in the
record list.  The following summaries are available:

§ Sum - displays the sum of all numeric data in the column.

§ Min - displays the minimum value found in the column.

§ Max - displays the maximum value found in the column.

§ Count - displays the number of records in the record list.

§ Average - displays the numeric average for the column.

§ None - removes the summary window from the summary
footer panel.

Display the Footer Menu

§ Click the summary footer, directly below desired column, with
the right mouse button to display the popup menu.

§ Select the desired menu item.

The How To … section provides detailed descriptions and steps related to the use and display of information in a Record List. 
Several topics which directly relate to record lists are:

Adding or removing a record list summary.

Adding or removing data columns in the record list.

Changing the position of a column in the record list.

Changing the size of a column in the record list.

Selecting multiple rows in a record list.
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2.7 How To ... Common UI Tasks

The aim user interface is intuitive and consistent.  Learning your way around the aim user interface is
easy.  When you learn how the user interface components work on one data entry form, you will know
how to work with all data entry forms in the application.

The topics in this section describe the most common tasks.

Adding or removing a record list summary.

Adding or removing data columns in the record list.

Changing the position of a column in the record list.

Changing the size of a column in the record list.

Entering a new record into a data entry form.

Filtering records in the record list.

Grouping records in the record list.

Previewing and Printing a record list.

Navigating records in the database.

Selecting multiple rows in a record list.

2.7.1 Add or Remove a Record List Summary

Record List summaries provide a mechanism to display additional information about the contents of a record list data column.

Column summaries can be displayed for any data column in the
record list.  The following summaries are available:

§ Sum - displays the sum of all numeric data in the column.

§ Min - displays the minimum value found in the column.

§ Max - displays the maximum value found in the column.

§ Count - displays the number of records in the record list.

§ Average - displays the numeric average for the column.

§ None - removes the summary window from the summary
footer panel.

Display the Footer Menu

§ Click the summary footer, directly below desired column, with
the right mouse button to display the popup menu.

§ Select the desired menu item.

NOTE: For maximum flexibility, a record list can contain multiple data column summaries.

Example Uses of the Record List Summary

Place a summary at the bottom of the Date data column.  Select the Count summary type and the number of records in the list will be
displayed.

Place a summary at the bottom of a numeric data column (such as Amount).  Select the Sum summary type and the sum of all
numeric values in the data column will be displayed.
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2.7.2 Add or Remove Data Columns

Users can easily show or hide data columns from any record list ... throughout the application.  The following screen shots and
details provide descriptions of how to show / hide record list data columns.

The button in the top left corner can be used to display the
available data columns for the record list.

Show / Hide Data Columns

§ Click the button to display the list of data columns.

§ Check the data column name(s) that you want to show.

§ Uncheck the data column name(s) that you want to hide from
view.

NOTE: The record list editor can also be used to show / hide
data columns.  Refer to the Record List Layout Editor topic for
more information.

Data columns can be shown / hidden via the header popup
menu.

Display the Header Menu

§ Click the desired column header with the right mouse button
to display the popup menu.

§ Select the Field Chooser menu item.

When the Field Chooser popup window displays:

§ Drag a column header from the record list and drop it into the
field chooser box to remove it from the record list.

§ Drag a column header from the field chooser box and drop it
into the desired position in the record list.

A record list layout editor is available with many data entry forms throughout the application.
This editor can also be used to change the record list layout or change the caption text in a
column header.

Select the    toolbar button to display the record list layout editor.  Refer to the Record
List Layout Editor topic for more information.
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2.7.3 Automatically Size the Data Columns

Data columns in a record list can be resized manually or automatically.

Manual Sizing

To manually size a data column, place the mouse pointer in the seam between two columns.  While holding down the left mouse
button, move the mouse left or right to change the width of the column.

Automatic Sizing

Data columns in the record list can be automatically sized using toolbar buttons.  The following details describe how to automatically
size the columns within the record list display pane, or to apply a best fit to all data columns in the record list.

Use the    toolbar button to resize all columns to fit within the available record list display pane.  If you only have a few columns
in the display, they will be widened to fill the display pane.  If the number of displayed columns is wider than the record list display
pane, the columns will be shrunk to fit.  This can result in truncation, which will hide some of the data in the data columns.

Use the    toolbar button to resize all columns to display the complete text of data.  This provides the most attractive
presentation when previewing or printing a record list.

2.7.4 Change Column Position in Record List

The position of a data column in the record list can be changed by dragging the column to a new position, or by moving its position in
the drop down field list.

Drag Column to New Position

To manually change the position of a data column in the record list, take the following steps:

§ Click on a column header and hold down the left mouse button.

§ Drag the column header, left or right, to the new position.

§ Release the left mouse button and the column will be positioned in the new location.

Change Position in Field List

To change the position of a data field in the field list, take the
following steps:

§ Click on a column header name and hold down the left mouse
button.

§ Drag the column header name, up or down, to the new
position.

§ Release the left mouse button and the column will be
positioned in the new location.
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A record list layout editor is available with many data entry forms throughout the application. 
This editor can also be used to change the record list layout.

Select the    toolbar button to display the record list layout editor.  Take the following
steps:

§ Select the desired data field in the field list.

§ Use the    Left or    Right buttons to move the data column to a new position.

2.7.5 Entering a New Record

Entering a new record works the same way throughout the application.  Whether you are entering a new animal inventory or contact
item ... or entering data for an existing animal inventory or contact item, the process is the same.

The following screen shot and detail describe the steps required to enter, edit or delete a database record using the information
editor.

Using the information editors is very straight forward.  The following rules apply:

§ Enter a New Record – Select the   toolbar button.  The information editor will be
placed into insert mode and the cursor positioned at the first data entry field.

§ Delete the Record – Select the  toolbar button.  You will be prompted to confirm
the delete operation.  If you answer yes, the record will be deleted from the
database.

§ Edit an Existing Record – Select the   toolbar button.  The information editor will
be placed into edit mode.

§ Save the New or Modified Record – Select the   toolbar button.  If this is a new
record, it will be added to the database.  If this is an edited record, it will update
itself in the database.

§ Undo an Insert or Edit Operation – Select the  toolbar button.  The information
editor will be taken out of insert or edit mode and placed into browse mode.  If the
editor was in insert mode, the new record will not be added to the database.  If the
editor was in edit mode, the changes will not be posted to the database.

NOTE: If your information editor contains the Ledger   check box, you can use this check box to synchronize the financial
information in the editor with the Financial Ledger.

  Unchecked  The accounting information in the editor will not be synchronized with the Financial Ledger.

  Checked  The accounting information in the editor will be synchronized with the Financial Ledger.  If this is a new record, a new
record will be created in the Financial Ledger.  However, if this is an existing record, which is being edited (updated), the
corresponding record in the Financial Ledger will also be updated.

2.7.6 Filtering Records

Dynamic filtering of record list columns provides a flexible and powerful mechanism to define the range of displayed records in
the list.  As an example, you may want to limit the range of records to those which fall within a specific date range, such as a
single year.  To do this, take the following steps:
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1. Click the   toolbar button, located on the toolbar above the record list display pane.  Notice that small arrows are
displayed on each column header.

2. Click the arrow in the Date column.  Notice that a drop down list of available choices is displayed.

3. Select the “Custom …” option from the drop down list.  Notice that the “Custom AutoFilter” window is displayed.  Take the
following steps:

a. Select the desired condition for the beginning date in the filter, then enter the beginning date, or select the date from
the drop down date picker.

b. Select the desired condition for the ending date in the filter, then enter the ending date, or select the date from the drop
down date picker.

c. Click the OK button to close the window and apply the filter.

NOTE:  As an example, if the following information is entered into the Custom AutoFilter window:

Date

is greater than or equal to 1/1/2004

is less than or equal to 12/31/2004

The range of records will be limited to those that have a date within 2004.

This technique can be used to filter on any column.  You can also filter on multiple columns, such as Category and Sub
Category.

2.7.7 Grouping Records

Grouping is a process by which you can group records of information together in meaningful ways.  These include grouping by
the Breed Name, Gender, Color, etc.  To group records, take the following steps:

1. Click the   toolbar button, located on the toolbar above the record list display pane.  Notice that the column headers are
shifted downward and a panel appears directly above the column headers.

2. Select the column that you want to group by and drag it onto the grouping panel directly above the column headers.  Notice
that the display changes and that the information is grouped by the value of the grouped column.

3. Step 2 can be repeated to further refine the grouped display.

A good example of grouping by multiple columns …

1. Go to the Financial Ledger form.

2. Open the grouping panel.

3. Drag the Account column to the grouping panel.  Notice that the records are grouped by Account.

4. Drag the Sub Account column to the grouping panel.  Notice that the display is now grouped by Sub Account within each
Account.

2.7.8 Print Preview and Print

The print preview and print capabilities are powerful, yet easy to use.

Across the top of the Print Preview window are the Menus and Toolbars.  The toolbar buttons provide a range of functionality to
tailor the style of your printed report as well as configure the Print Preview window.
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Design Layout : Report Preferences

The options on this popup form allow you to change display characteristics  ( fonts, etc. )  for the report.

Choose the desired options and then select the OK button to close the form and apply the choices.

NOTE:  The form can remain open by using the APPLY button to apply any option settings, which will immediately apply the
settings.

Report File : Load, Unload and Save

Use these buttons to:

§ Load a previously saved report.

§ Remove the currently displayed report from the Preview window.

§ Save the currently displayed report.

Print Report, Printer Properties and Page Setup

These buttons provide the functionality to:

§ Print the report displayed in the Preview window.

§ Set or Select Printers and Printer properties.

§ Page Setup, which gives you access to:

’ Paper Sizes available for the default Printer.

’ Margin Settings.  NOTE:  The margins can also be set using your mouse to drag the margins to the
desired width, height or position.

’ Headers and Footers

’ Scaling, which allows you to customize the aspect of the displayed or printed report.

Thumbnails

The thumbnails toolbar button will show or hide the thumbnails pane.  With the thumbnails pane displayed, you can click on any
of the thumbnails to display that page in a multi-page report.

Format Report Title

Select this toolbar button to display a popup window to set the text and font attributes and position of your report title.

Number of Displayed Pages and Zoom Setting
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Use these toolbar buttons to set the number of report pages to display, for a multi-page report, within the Preview window. 
Additionally, you can also set the zoom factor for the displayed report with the window.

Background Color or Fill

This toolbar button will display a popup window which allows you to select a color or texture for the background of the report.

Shrink To Fit

This toolbar button will resize the displayed report page to fit within the horizontal margins of the report page.  The following rules
apply:

§ If the horizontal width of the information is less than the width of the left and right margins, the information will be
scaled upward to fit within the left and right margins.

§ If the horizontal width of the information is more than the width of the left and right margins, the information will be
scaled downward to fit within the left and right margins.

Print Preview Menu Items

The Preview window Menu System provides the same functionality as the toolbar buttons.

2.7.9 Record Navigation

Navigating through the data records is easy.  When you select a menu item and display a form, the toolbar will contain navigation
buttons.  Simply click on the desired navigation button to move to the first, previous, next or last record.

  First Record   Go to the first record in the data table.

  Previous Record  Go to the previous record in the data table.

  Next Record  Go to the next record in the data table.

  Last Record  Go to the last record in the data table.

Jump to a Specific Record

Sometimes, you may want to go to a specific animal inventory or contact item.  If you have a large number of records in the
database, this can be time consuming.  To jump to a specific animal inventory or contact item, select the GoTo menu item, or
press the F5 keyboard key to display a popup window which lists animal inventory or contact items.  Select the desired item in the
popup list and the selected record will be displayed on the underlying form.

The following topics provide more information related to the GoTo menu item and F5 keyboard key.

Select or GoTo a Specific Animal

Select or GoTo a Specific Contact
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2.7.10 Record List Layout Editor

The record list layout editor provides the tools to change the layout and display characteristics of a record list.

A record list layout editor is available with many data entry forms throughout the application. 
This editor can be used to change the record list layout.

Select the    toolbar button to display the record list layout editor.

Change Data Column Position

§ Select the desired data field in the field list.

§ Use the    Left or    Right buttons to move the data column to a new position.

Change Data Column Caption

§ Select the desired data field in the field list.

§ Enter the desired Caption Text.

§ Click the apply button.

Change Data Column Display

§ Select the desired data field in the field list.

§ Select the Show or Hide option.

§ Click the apply button.

Change Data Column Alignment

§ Select the desired data field in the field list.

§ Select the Header alignment : Left, Center, Right.

§ Select the Data alignment : Left, Center, Right.

§ Click the apply button.

Refresh the Field List

§ Select the refresh column list button.  The field list will be refreshed.

NOTE:  You can make multiple changes to a data field or header, then click the apply button to cause all changes to take affect.

2.7.11 Selecting Multiple Rows in a Record List

It is very easy to select multiple items in a record list, either as a contiguous block, or as random selections.  The following steps
describe each method.

Contiguous Block
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To select a contiguous block (range) of records, take the
following steps:

1. Use the left mouse button and click on the first record of
the block.

2. Hold down the Shift keyboard key and with the left
mouse button, click on the last record in the block
(range).  Notice that all records in the block are selected.

Random Selection

To select / deselect random records, take the following steps:

1. Use the left mouse button and click on the first record.

2. Hold down the Ctrl keyboard key and with the left mouse
button click on any of the remaining records.  Notice that
the randomly selected records are highlighted.

3. Repeat Step 2 to select more records, or to deselect any
records that were previously selected.

2.7.12 Export the Information in a Record List

Record Lists can be exported to multiple formats.  This makes it easy to display a filtered or non-filtered set of records, and then
export them to a reusable format ... integrated into another software application or sent as a email attachment to someone else.
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To export the information in a record list,
take the following steps:

1. Select the    toolbar button to
display the export... window.

2. Enter a filename for the exported
data.

3. Select the desired export format(s)...
HTML, XLS, TEXT, XML

4. Select the export button.

The exported file(s) will be saved to the
desired location in your file system.

The exported file(s) can be viewed with
their native applications, and optionally,
sent as email attachment to someone
else.

2.7.13 Effectively Using the Category and Sub Category Data Fields

The Category and Sub Category data fields provide a flexible mechanism to tag, or classify, data records.  By using these fields
effectively, you can easily group record lists in meaningful ways.  Using these data fields to classify a record of data is optional, and
when used, you may have cases where you only need to use the Category field ... and other cases where using both data fields
makes sense.

The best way to explain an effective use of the Category and Sub Category data fields is by providing an example ... and a good
example would be the General Care and Maintenance data entry form.

Let's say you need to enter a number of Veterinary records for an animal inventory item.  For these records, you would enter 
Veterinary into the Category field.

Now, what kind of Veterinary records were they?  They may be records for office visits, farm visits, breeding examinations, surgeries,
medications, etc.  This is the type of information that you would enter into the Sub Category field.

Later, when you want filter or group the General Care and Maintenance records in the records list, you can simply use the Category
and Sub Category fields to group the records in a way that makes sense.  Also, you can use the toolbar buttons to display a summary
footer to show the costs associated with each Sub Category type of Veterinary record.

In this example, the record list has been grouped by the Category
column, which groups all of the Veterinary records together.

You could drag the Sub Category to the grouping panel to further
refine the group into several groups of Veterinary type records.

The concept of use described above can be employed throughout the application where Category and Sub Category data fields are
available.

Very easy ... but very flexible.  With Categories and Sub Categories ... you are only limited by your imagination!

NOTE:  The Category and Sub Category fields use dynamic selection list editors, which means that any information that you enter
into the field, will be dynamically added to the drop down selection list for reuse.

Here are some examples that you might consider using...

Data Entry Form Category Sub Category

Acquisition Purchase

Gift

Found
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Disposition Expired

Sold

Lost

Natural Causes, Accident, Euthanized

Birthing Activities Breeding ProgramLive Cover, Open Cover, Artificial Insemination, Collection

General Care &
Maintenance

Veterinary

Supplies

Weight

Farrier

Production

Office Visit, Farm Visit, BSE, Surgery, Medications, Collection

Tack, Buckets, Boarding Fee, Feed, Hay

Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly

Hoof Trim, Corrective Shoes

Shearing, Combing, Slaughter

Calendar and SchedulingBreeding

Business

Horse Show

Veterinary

Live Cover, Artificial Insemination, Collection

Meeting

Dressage, Eventing, Show Jumping

Office Visit, Farm Visit, Surgery, Evaluation
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3 Entering Animals into the Database

Animals can be entered one at a time, or as a group.  The following topics present screen shots and
descriptions of how to use either approach.

Enter One at a Time

Enter a Group

3.1 Using the Single Item Editor

The single item editor is located on the Overview form.  Before you open the Overview form, be sure that the Single Item editor has
been selected as the default.  Take the following steps to set the single item editor as the default editor for entering new animals into
the database:

Step 1.  On the menu system, select : Miscellaneous | Enter new Inventory Item(s) using

Step 2.  Select the Single Inventory Item Editor menu option.  Note that a check mark appears next to this menu item.

On the Overview form, select the    toolbar button and notice that the Single Item Editor is enabled and the focus is set to the first
data entry item.

The information editor on the left hand
side of the Overview form is used to
enter one animal at a time.

The visibility of data entry fields and
layout of the information editor can be
set on the User Interface Themes form.

Refer to the Information Editor topic for
a description of how to use the editor
toolbar buttons to enter, delete, edit,
save or undo a record.

Check For Duplicates When Entering Animal Inventory Items
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When entering one animal at a time, you
might forget who's been entered and
accidentally enter the animal twice.  To
prevent this, aim can check for
duplicates before creating the animal
inventory record.

Display the drop down panel and select
the data fields that you want to use in
the compare.  As an example, if you use
the Registration Number as the unique
identifier for an animal ... in other words,
a value that no other animal would have,
then select that field for the duplicate
check.

Before the record is saved to the
database, aim will compare the value(s)
of the selected data fields to ensure that
this is not a duplicate record.

Duplicate checking can also be used
when entering animals in the Pedigree
Workshop.

IMPORTANT NOTES

When entering new animals into the database, you may want to have some of the animals readily available to work with, and other
animal records available, but out of the way.  the Is Active data field gives you the flexibility to "tag" an animal as active or inactive.

At runtime, to limit the number of animals to work with, simply select the active inventory items option on the Runtime Preferences
popup panel and only the records marked as active will be available.

Also, if you dispose of an animal ... sold, traded, expired, lost, etc., you can mark the animal's Is Active data field so that the animal
remains in the database, but is only viewable when the inactive inventory items option is selected on the Runtime Preferences
popup panel.  To mark an animal as inactive, remove the check mark from the Is Active data field.

Why aim Provides the Is Active Data Field

The aim Pedigree Workshop depends on the records in the database to dynamically construct Pedigree and Progeny displays.  This
is also a requirement to display the correct linkages for ancestors and descendants in other parts of the application.  This means that
you may have records in your database that represent animals which are expired (ancestors) or no longer in your physical custody
(ancestors and descendants).

The Is Active data field has been designed into the system so that you can easily mark records for animals that are in your custody
(active) or those that are not in your custody, but you need access to (inactive).

3.2 Using the Group Editor

The single item editor is located on the Overview form.  Before you open the Overview form, be sure that the Single Item editor has
been selected as the default.  Take the following steps to set the single item editor as the default editor for entering new animals into
the database:

Step 1.  On the menu system, select : Miscellaneous | Enter new Inventory Item(s) using

Step 2.  Select the Multiple Inventory Item Editor menu option.  Note that a check mark appears next to this menu item.

On the Overview form, select the    toolbar button and notice that the the Group Editor form is displayed.
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The group editor provides the
functionality to enter multiple animal
inventory items at one time.

Set the Number of New Records

Enter the number of desired records and click the create button to create the new rows in the record list.

Enter Data for a Single Record or One Cell at a Time

Click the    toolbar button to display the record list Inplace Editor.  Select the desired cell and enter information, or take the
following steps to enter data for a single record using the batch editors:

1. Click on the desired column header.  Notice that the header changes color, giving you a visual cue of the column that you are
working with.  Also, note that a batch editor for the selected column's data type will be enabled.

2. Select a row in the record list.

3. Enter the desired information into the batch editor.  Depress the keyboard Enter key, or click the apply editor value... button to
copy the contents of the batch editor to the data column cell in the selected row.

Repeat the above steps to enter additional data.

Enter Data for Multiple Records  ( Batch Format )

Using the batch editors, located on the left side of the form, take the following steps:

1. Click on the desired column header.  Notice that the header changes color, giving you a visual cue of the column that you are
working with.  Also, note that a batch editor for the selected column's data type will be enabled.

2. Select one or more rows.  Refer to the Selecting Multiple Rows in a Record List topic for a description of how to select multiple
rows.

3. Enter the desired information into the batch editor.  Depress the keyboard Enter key, or click the apply editor value... button to
copy the contents of the batch editor to the data column cells of the selected rows.

Repeat the above steps to "fill" multiple cells within a selected column.

When ready, select the add selected items to database button and the animal inventory records will be created.

Enter Data for Multiple Records  ( Incremental Format )

You may need to enter incremental data, such as Ear Tags, for a group of new records.  To do this, following the same procedures
described above, using the incremental editor.
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To enter incremental values, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired data column and row(s).  See above description or refer to the Selecting
Multiple Rows in a Record List topic for a description of how to select multiple rows.

2. Enter the increment value into the Incremental Value window.

3. If the data column is alphanumeric, optionally enter the fixed and incremental segments.  The
incremental segment value will be incremented by the number you entered in step 2.

4. If the data column is numeric  ( currency, scientific or numeric format ), enter the starting value. 
This value will be incremented by the number you entered in step 2.

When ready, select the add selected items to database button and the animal inventory records
will be created.
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4 Data Entry Forms

Data entry forms provide the means to enter information into the database ... then subsequently,
review, edit and / or delete existing records.

The aim animal information management system provides and allows for two types of data entry
forms, factory provided and user defined.

Factory Forms

Data entry forms, provided out-of-the-box, are referred to as Factory Forms.  These forms cover a
wide range of data entry requirements and provide the required database interaction for most record
keeping tasks.

User Defined Forms ( UDF )

UDFs are forms that have been constructed with the aim Architect.  These forms can be constructed
and used within a single aim system, or constructed and shared with other aim users.  There are
three types of UDFs, which are:

§ Standalone  This type of data entry form contains data that is not related to specific animal
inventory or contact items.  As an example, an Equipment List form can be constructed to maintain
the records of equipment (trucks, cars, tractors, farm implements, etc.).

§ Linked to Inventory Items  This type of data entry form contains data that is related to animal
inventory items, such as a specialized production form.

§ Linked to Contact Items  This type of data entry form contains data that is related to contact
(address book) items, such as a Weekly Work Hours form to record Staff work hours.

IMPORTANT NOTES

UDFs can be exported from one aim user and imported into another aim user's system.  Export and
Import of data entry forms is available in the aim Architect.  As an example, a Member in a Breed
Association, or Organization (such as 4-H or USPC), can construct a data entry form and then export
it to all members in the association or organization ... enabling a unified data entry capability.

The name of each UDF will appear in the User Forms menu.  When the form name is selected from
the menu list, the form will be displayed.

A Data Entry Forms Library is available on the caplen company website.  This library provides
downloadable data entry forms, at no charge.  The data entry forms have been created by caplen's
Customer Support Group, or provided by aim users.

4.1 Factory Forms

The following Factory Forms are provided with the aim animal information management system.

Overview Provides the tools to enter new animals into the database,
review linkages for ancestors and progeny, as well 
comprehensive batch editing capabilities.
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Acquisition Record acquisition and re-acquisition of animal inventory
items.

Disposition Record disposition and re-disposition of animal inventory
items.

General Care and Maintenance Provides the ability to capture a wide range of general care
and maintenance records, such as Medical and Veterinary,
Supplies, Feeds, Training, etc.

Performance Measurement Provides the tools to record and manage Weight Programs,
Feed and Fluid intake as well as Rate-of-Gain efficiency
calculations.

Birthing Activities Provides the ability to record birthing activities and resultant
progeny.  Also included on this form is a display of pairings
and progeny matings information.

Breeding Services Provides the tools to record Live Cover, Open Cover,
Artificial Insemination and Collection records.  Also includes
storage management for Straws and / or Viles.

Competitions, Shows and Events Provides the ability to record competition records ... for
animal or contact items.

Calendar and Scheduling Provides comprehensive calendar and scheduling
capabilities, with day, week, month and year views.  Also
includes the capability to set reminders (alarms) for calendar
and schedule items.

Contacts  ( address book ) Provides a comprehensive listing of contacts and companies.

Financial Ledger Provides the tools to record income and expense records,
with optional detailing of transaction line items.

General Care and Gestation Planner Provides the tools to create reusable general care and
gestation plans.

Adoption and Foster Care Provides the ability to record applications and histories for
adoption and foster care activities.

Other Factory Forms are available to support the aim Workshops and Utilities.

4.1.1 Overview : Animal Inventory or Specimen

The Overview form is the primary location for entering, editing and removing animal inventory
items...although, animals can also be entered and edited in the Pedigree Workshop.

The Overview form is a multi-tabbed form, with each tab providing the following features and
functionality.
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overview and linked items This tab is the primary location for entering new animals into the database, either one at a
time or as a group.  Also on this tab is the linked items and view group list.

Linked Items  Images, Videos and Document files that have been linked to an animal
inventory item, can be viewed in the image viewer, or displayed using their native application
(such as a Media Player for videos).  To view linked items, set the check mark next to the 
Miscellaneous | View Linked Items on Overview Form menu item.

View Group List  The View Group list pane displays members of the current view group.
Click on an item in the list to display the item in the Overview information editor.

sire, dam and progeny
information

This user interface on this tab provides a comprehensive view of each animal inventory
item, along with their sire, dam and progeny relations.

Links between the animal inventory item and the Sire, Dam and Progeny can be connected
on this tab.

batch editor The functionality on this tab provides the ability to perform batch edits, incremental edits as
well as the ability to copy and / or move data between data columns.

4.1.1.1 Overview and Linked Items

Entering Animals  The Overview tab is the primary location for entering new animals into the database, either one at a time or as a
group.  Other ways in which an animal inventory item can be entered into the system are:

§ Birth Detail editor on the Birthing Activities form.

§ Add Sire, Add Dam and Add Progeny editors on the Pedigree Workshop form.

§ Add Sire, Add Dam and Add Progeny editors on the sire, dam and progeny information tab on this form.

Also on this tab is the linked items and view group list.

Linked Items  Images, Videos and Document files that have been linked to an animal inventory item, can be viewed in the image
viewer, or displayed using their native application (such as a Media Player for videos).  To view linked items, set the check mark next
to the Miscellaneous | View Linked Items on Overview Form menu item.

The View Linked Item pane displays image, video and document files that
have been linked to an animal inventory item.  Toolbar buttons provide the
functionality to affect the display format and printing capabilities.

 Navigation : Move forward and backward through the
images in the image list.

  Size To Fit Frame.  Resize the image to fit within the view pane.

  Reset Image.  Resets the image to its original state.

  Print Image.  Displays a popup print parameter window to set
custom printing options.  See additional information below that describes
these options.

  Zoom In / Out.  Zoom the image.

  View Using Native Application.  Open the image, video  or
document in its native application.

NOTE:  Use the Pedigree Workshop to create a bitmap image of an animal's pedigree or progeny and then linked the image to the
animal ... allowing you to view the pedigree and / or progeny information on this form, along with other images and documents.

Printing an Image From the View Pane
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Select the    toolbar button to print the image.

Orientation : select portrait or landscape.

Copies : select the number of copies.

Caption : enter a text caption to be included in the printed output, or leave this
blank to not display a caption.

Stretch and Center : use the check boxes position the image on the printed
page.

  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the top-left of the page.

  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the top-left and stretched
to fit on the page.

  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the center of the page.

  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the center and stretched to
fit on the page.

View Group List  The View Group list pane displays members of the current view group.  Click on an item in the list to display the
item in the Overview information editor.

The View Group list pane displays members of the current view group. 
Click on an item in the list to display the item in the Overview information
editor.

For more information related to View Groups, refer to the View Groups
topic.

The toolbar buttons can be used to preview, print and perform actions on
the list.
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4.1.1.2 Sire, Dam and Progeny Information

The functionality on this Overview form tab provides a comprehensive view of each animal inventory item, along with their sire, dam
and progeny relations.

Sire and Sire's Progeny

Navigation Pane
Displays the animal inventory item
currently in focus.

Information Pane
Displays the Sire of the animal inventory
item displayed in the navigation pane.

Record List
Displays the Sire's progeny.

Select the    toolbar button to add
(link) a Sire to the animal inventory item
displayed in the navigation pane.

Select the    toolbar button to
unlink the Sire from the animal inventory
item displayed in the navigation pane.

Select the    toolbar button to
jump to the Sire.  This will position the
database to the Sire's record and
display the Sire in the navigation pane.

Dam and Dam's Progeny

Navigation Pane
Displays the animal inventory item
currently in focus.

Information Pane
Displays the Dam of the animal
inventory item displayed in the
navigation pane.

Record List
Displays the Dam's progeny.

Select the    toolbar button to add
(link) a Sire to the animal inventory item
displayed in the navigation pane.

Select the    toolbar button to
unlink the Sire from the animal inventory
item displayed in the navigation pane.

Select the    toolbar button to
jump to the Sire.  This will position the
database to the Sire's record and
display the Sire in the navigation pane.

Focused Animal's Progeny
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Navigation Pane
Displays the animal inventory item
currently in focus.

Information Pane
Displays the Progeny item(s) of the
animal inventory item displayed in the
navigation pane.

Record List
Displays the Progeny item(s) of the
animal inventory item displayed in the
navigation pane.

Select the    toolbar button to add
(link) a Sire to the animal inventory item
displayed in the navigation pane.

Select the    toolbar button to
unlink the Sire from the animal inventory
item displayed in the navigation pane.

Select the    toolbar button to
jump to the Sire.  This will position the
database to the Sire's record and
display the Sire in the navigation pane.

Each tab contains a toolbar with buttons that provide the following functionality:

§ Link a Sire, Dam or Progeny to the inventory item displayed in the navigation pane.

§ Unlink the Sire, Dam or Progeny from the inventory item displayed in the navigation pane.

§ Jump to the displayed Sire, Dam or Progeny item.

Link a Sire, Dam or Progeny Item

Select the     or    toolbar button to add (link) a Sire, Dam or Progeny item.  When each of these buttons is
selected, a popup menu will appear that allows the user to define how the link will be made:

§ Create a new inventory item, add it to the inventory database and link it to the animal displayed in the navigation pane.

§ Select an existing animal from the inventory database and link it to the animal displayed in the navigation pane.
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Add a Sire, Dam or Progeny - Create New Database Record

Selecting this menu item will display a popup editor to enter information that will be
used to create a new inventory item.  When the inventory item is created, a link will be
made between the new item and the animal inventory item displayed in the navigation
pane.

The single item editor
provides data fields to
enter identification and
profile information for the
animal inventory item that
will be created.  The data
entry fields on this popup
editor match the data entry
fields on the Overview tab.

Use the data field list to
select the desired fields to
compare when checking
for duplicates.

Refer to the Using the
Single Item Editor topic for
more information related to
checking for duplicate
entries.

Add a Sire, Dam or Progeny - Select Existing Record From the Database

Selecting this menu item will display a popup list of existing animal inventory items in
the database.  When an inventory item is selected from the popup list, a link will be
made between the selected item and the animal inventory item displayed in the
navigation pane.

To select an inventory item from the popup list, use one of the following options:

§ Double-click the selected item in the list.

§ Select the desired item in the list and click the apply inventory item selection
button.

The form will close and the selected item will be linked to the animal inventory item
displayed in the navigation pane.

Unlink a Sire, Dam or Progeny Item

Select the     or    toolbar button to unlink a Sire, Dam or Progeny item.  When each of these buttons is selected,
the link will be removed between the animal in the information pane and the animal inventory item displayed in the navigation pane.
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Jump to the Displayed Sire, Dam or Progeny Item

Select the     or    toolbar button to jump to a Sire, Dam or Progeny item.  When each of these buttons is selected,
the animal displayed in the information pane will be moved to the navigation pane.

4.1.1.3 Batch Editor

The batch editing tab on the Overview form provides a robust set of editing capabilities to:

§ Perform batch edits.

§ Perform incremental edits.

§ Perform copy and move operations between data columns.

The record list is populated with
members of the current View Group. 
Refer to the View Groups topic for more
details.

Batch edit operations can be performed
on single or multiple View Group
members.

Refer to the Selecting Multiple Rows in
a Record List topic for more details on
how to select multiple record list rows.
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Enter Data for a Single Record or One Cell at a Time

Click the    toolbar button to display the record list Inplace Editor.  Select the desired cell
and enter information, or take the following steps to enter data for a single record using the batch
editors:

1. Select a row in the record list.

2. Click on the desired column header.  Notice that the header changes color, giving you a visual cue
of the column that you are working with.  Also, note that a batch editor for the selected column's
data type will be enabled.

3. Enter the desired information into the batch editor.  Depress the keyboard Enter key, or click the
apply editor value... button to copy the contents of the batch editor to the data column cell in the
selected row.

Repeat the above steps to enter additional data.

Enter Data for Multiple Records  ( Batch Format )

Using the batch editors, located on the left side of the form, take the following steps:

1. Select one or more rows.  Refer to the Selecting Multiple Rows in a Record List topic for a
description of how to select multiple rows.

2. Click on the desired column header.  Notice that the header changes color, giving you a visual cue
of the column that you are working with.  Also, note that a batch editor for the selected column's
data type will be enabled.

3. Enter the desired information into the batch editor.  Depress the keyboard Enter key, or click the
apply editor value... button to copy the contents of the batch editor to the data column cells of
the selected rows.

Repeat the above steps to "fill" multiple cells within a selected column.

When ready, select the apply editor value to selected row(s) button and the animal inventory
records will be created.

Enter Data for Multiple Records  ( Incremental Format )

You may need to enter incremental data, such as Ear Tags, for a group of new records.  To do this, following the same procedures
described above, using the incremental editor.

To enter incremental values, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired data column and row(s).  See above description or refer to the Selecting
Multiple Rows in a Record List topic for a description of how to select multiple rows.

2. Enter the increment value into the Incremental Value window.

3. If the data column is alphanumeric, optionally enter the fixed and incremental segments.  The
incremental segment value will be incremented by the number you entered in step 2.

4. If the data column is numeric  ( currency, scientific or numeric format ), enter the starting value. 
This value will be incremented by the number you entered in step 2.

When ready, select the incremental fill of selected rows button and the animal inventory records
will be created.

Copy or Move Data Between Data Columns
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You may want to copy or move data from one data column to another data column.  The following information provides a description
of how to perform either of these operations.

Step 1.  Select the desired row(s) in the View Group record list.

Step 2.  Select the action type - move or copy.

Step 3.  Select the data field where the information will be moved or copied from.

Step 4.  Select the data field where the information will be moved or copied to.

Step 5.  Click the batch data... button to perform the operation.

NOTE: If this is a move operation, the data will be moved from the column in Step 3 to the column in
Step 4.  The cells in the column in Step 3 will be cleared.

NOTE: If this is a copy operation, the data from the column in Step 3 will be copied into the
corresponding cells of the column in Step 4.

4.1.2 Acquisition

Use this form to enter acquisition and re-acquisition records for an animal inventory item.

Navigate to the desired animal inventory item, then take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.  Refer to the acquisition from …
section of this topic for additional information regarding acquisition.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

NOTE: Use the Ledger   check box to synchronize the financial information ... in the
editor with the aim Financial Ledger.

  Unchecked  The accounting information in the editor will not be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.

  Checked  The accounting information in the editor will be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.  If this is a new record, a new record will be created in the Financial
Ledger.  However, if this is an existing record, which is being edited (updated), the
corresponding record in the Financial Ledger will also be updated.

What do I enter into the Category and Sub Category Fields?

acquisition from …

When you enter an Acquisition record, you may want to record the person or business that you acquired the animal from.  To do
this, you have several options:

1. Enter the information directly into the acquisition information editor.   
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NOTE:  When you directly enter the acquisition from … information, the data is only stored in the acquisition data
table.  To record where the animal came from and to also include that information in your aim address book, use
Option 2.

2. Select the person or business from the address book.  Click the ellipse button ( … ) on the Name or Company row in
the editor to display a popup list of your aim address book.  With the address book displayed, take one of the following
steps:

a. Select the person or business from the available list of items and then select the apply contact item selection
button to close the window.  The selected item will be automatically entered into the acquisition record.

b. If the person or business does not currently exist in the popup list, click the new contact item editor  button to
display the contact information editor.   With the new contact item editor displayed, take the following steps:

i. Select the   toolbar button to insert a new address book record.

ii. Enter the desired information.

iii. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.  Notice that the new record is added to the list.

iv. Select the newly entered record from the list and then select the apply contact item selection  button to
close the window.  The selected item will be automatically entered into the acquisition record.

Refer to the Toolbars  topic for a description of use for each toolbar button.

Refer to the How To… topics for additional information related to the display and use of the Record List(s) on this form.

4.1.3 Disposition

Use this form to enter disposition information related to an inventory item.  A disposition record is generally entered when an
animal inventory item leaves your custody, and can be entered for various reasons  ( such as expired, lost, stolen, sold, loaned,
etc. ).

Navigate to the desired animal inventory item, then take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.  Refer to the disposition to …
section of this topic for additional information regarding disposition.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

NOTE: Use the Ledger   check box to synchronize the financial information ... in the
editor with the aim Financial Ledger.

  Unchecked  The accounting information in the editor will not be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.

  Checked  The accounting information in the editor will be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.  If this is a new record, a new record will be created in the Financial
Ledger.  However, if this is an existing record, which is being edited (updated), the
corresponding record in the Financial Ledger will also be updated.

What do I enter into the Category and Sub Category Fields?

disposition to …

When you enter a disposition record, you may want to record the person or business that represents the disposition destination. 
To do this, you have several options:
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1. Enter the information directly into the disposition information editor.   

NOTE:  When you directly enter the disposition to … information, the data is only stored in the disposition data table.
To record the disposition destination and to also include that information in your aim address book, use Option 2.

2. Select the person or business from the address book.  Click the ellipse button ( … ) on the Name or Company row in
the editor to display a popup list of your aim address book.  With the address book displayed, take one of the following
steps:

a. Select the person or business from the available list of items and then select the apply contact item selection
button to close the window.  The selected item will be automatically entered into the disposition record.

b. If the person or business does not currently exist in the popup list, click the new contact item editor  button to
display the contact information editor.   With the new contact item editor displayed, take the following steps:

i. Select the   toolbar button to insert a new address book record.

ii. Enter the desired information.

iii. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.  Notice that the new record is added to the list.

iv. Select the newly entered record from the list and then select the apply contact item selection  button to
close the window.  The selected item will be automatically entered into the disposition record.

Refer to the Toolbars  topic for a description of use for each toolbar button.

Refer to the How To… topics for additional information related to the display and use of the Record List(s) on this form.

4.1.4 General Care and Maintenance

Use this form to enter general care and maintenance information related to an inventory item.  A general care and maintenance
record is generally entered to record a range of general care activities  ( such as medical and veterinary, supplies, feeds, tack,
etc. ).

Navigate to the desired animal inventory item, then take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

NOTE: Use the Ledger   check box to synchronize the financial information ... in the
editor with the aim Financial Ledger.

  Unchecked  The accounting information in the editor will not be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.

  Checked  The accounting information in the editor will be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.  If this is a new record, a new record will be created in the Financial
Ledger.  However, if this is an existing record, which is being edited (updated), the
corresponding record in the Financial Ledger will also be updated.

What do I enter into the Category and Sub Category Fields?

Refer to the Toolbars  topic for a description of use for each toolbar button.
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Refer to the How To… topics for additional information related to the display and use of the Record List(s) on this form.

4.1.5 Performance Measurement

Performance Measurement provides a robust set of features and functionality to record information related to:

§ Weight management programs : Rate of Gain and Feed / Fluid efficiency calculations.

§ Feed intake : record the amount, blend and manufacturer information.

§ Fluid intake : record the amount and type information.

The information on this form can be recorded and calculated in either Standard or Metric units.

The Performance Measurement form
contains three components:

§ Performance Editors - Data entry
editors to enter weight, feed and fluid
information.

§ Record List - Displays performance
records for each animal inventory
item.

§ Calculation - Calculates the
percentage of gain / loss and rate-of-
gain efficiency for a user-defined
range of records in the records list.

Data can be entered and calculated
using Standard and Metric formats.

Entering / Editing Weight, Feed and Fluid Records

Navigate to the desired animal inventory item, then take the following steps.

To enter or edit performance information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editors into Insert
or Edit mode.

2. Enter the date, or select a date from the drop down date picker.

3. Select the type of type for this record:

§ Weight

§ Feed

§ Fluid

§ Mixed

NOTE:  The type selection provides flexibility when filtering or grouping
performance records.

4. Enter the desired information into the editors for each category.

5. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.
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Calculating Performance Information

The performance calculator is located at the bottom-right of the form.  To calculate performance information, take the following
steps:

1. Set the range of records to include in the calculation.  Refer to the Custom Filter topic for a description of how to set a range
of records based on Date.

2. In the Performance Calculator panel

§ Select the type of unit measurement to use for the display  ( standard or metric ).

§ Select the feed or fluid efficiency setting.

3. Click the   button to perform the calculation.

NOTE:  The following rules apply when a calculation is performed:

§ ONLY records in the displayed range will be included in the calculation.  This gives you the flexibility to perform
calculations based on a variety of range settings, such as weekly, monthly, quarterly, yearly, etc.

§ The results displayed in the Weight row are based on information which has been entered into the major and minor
weight data fields.

§ The results displayed in the Feed row are based on information which has been entered into the major and minor feed
data fields.

§ The results displayed in the Fluid row are based on information which has been entered into the major and minor fluid
data fields.

The Performance Measurement form and calculator are most often used to support Weight Management Programs.  However,
Feed Intake and Fluid Intake records can also be recorded within the Performance Measurement form  ( type = Feed or type =
Fluid).  The Efficiency (Rate-of-Gain Efficiency) calculation requires either Feed Intake or Fluid Intake information.

Refer to the Toolbars  topic for a description of use for each toolbar button.

Refer to the How To… topics for additional information related to the display and use of the Record List(s) on this form.

4.1.6 Birthing Activities and Breed Service

The Birthing Activities and Breed Service form provides data entry capabilities for:

§ Entering birthing activities.  The birthing events can be entered from the Dam or Sire perspective.

§ Entering birth event details.  Birthing details include, but are not limited to, the Mating ID of the
birthing partner, individual offspring resulting from the birth event, along with presentation and
identification information.
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§ Pairings and Progeny.  Analysis tools which display all pairings and resultant offspring form those
pairings.

§ Breed Services.  The ability to capture Live Cover, Open Cover, Artificial Insemination and
Collection events.  Additionally, storage records can be entered and maintained for onsite / offsite
storage of semen.

4.1.6.1 Birthing Activities

Use this form to enter Birthing event and activity records.  Additionally, birthing detail information  ( progeny )  can be entered. 
Progeny records can be restricted to the birthing detail data table, or optionally, converted to inventory items, which will enable the
progeny to be viewed with other animal inventory items.

IMPORTANT NOTE  Recording birth events and progeny (via birth detail records) is optional and intended to give the user an
archive of birthing activities.  Animals (progeny) which are entered into the birth detail editor can be restricted for viewing to only
this area of the application, or they can be included into the inventory data table ... which is viewable from the Overview form and
throughout the application.  If you do not use the birth event and birth detail editors to record birthing activities, any progeny can be
entered directly into the inventory table via the Overview form or Pedigree Workshop.

The Birthing Activities form provides
access and display of birthing event and
birthing detail records.

The record list, at the top-right of the
form, displays birth event records
entered via the birthing activity
information editor.

The record list, at the bottom-right of the
form, displays birth event details for
each birth event.  The birth detail
records are entered via the birthing
activities detail information editor.

NOTE:  Birth events can be
recorded for Dam or Sire inventory
items.  The purpose of the birth
event record is to note that a birthing
activity has taken place.  It can
easily be applied to either a Dam or
Sire inventory item.

Entering Birth Events
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Select the birthing activity tab and navigate to the desired animal inventory item, then
take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

What do I enter into the Category and Sub Category Fields?

 

Entering Birth Details

Select the birthing activity details tab and navigate to the desired birth event record,
then take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

Birth detail records can be cloned (duplicated) in order to enter multiple detail records
that contain the same information, such as a litter.  See the Cloning Detail Records
topic below for more information.  If the record that you are cloning has the Add to
Main DB Table? check mark, the check mark will be disregarded for the cloned
record.

Cloning Detail Records

Cloning allows you to make a copy of an existing birth detail record.  As an example, you may have a litter of six puppies.  The
majority of information for all six puppies is the same, except for birth weight and perhaps the Unique ID that you assign to each
puppy.  In such a case, it's much easier to clone the first record and then modify one or two data fields in the new record rather
than re-entering the entire record of information.  When the cloned record is created, you will need to modify and re-save the
record.  To do this, take the following steps:

1. Select the record that you want to clone.

2. Select the clone button to make a copy of the record.  Repeat this step for as many records as needed.

3. For each cloned record, select the   toolbar button to place the information editor into Edit mode.

4. Enter or modify the desired information in the cloned record.

5. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE: In Step 5, if you want the cloned record to also create a main inventory item record, be sure to place a check mark into
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the Add to Main DB Table? check box before saving the record.

Notes Regarding Birth Detail Records

Data Entry Category or Field Remarks

Select Sire or Dam The caption text for this data entry field automatically adjusts based on the
gender of the animal inventory item displayed in the navigation pane.  If the
gender of the animal displayed in the navigation pane is unknown, a popup
window will be displayed to collect that information.

when creating a birth detail record ...

Add to Main DB Table?

Place a check mark into the check box if you want the progeny item to be
added to the main animal inventory table.  When entering a new birthing
detail record and this check box is active, a corresponding Main Inventory
record will be created.  This means that the birthing detail item will become
a member of your visible inventory … viewable throughout the application
and Pedigree Workshop.  If this check box is inactive, no Main Inventory
record will be created for this birthing detail item.

CLONING NOTE: When a birth detail record is cloned, the check box
setting in this data field is disregarded.  If you clone a birth detail record
and want to also create a main inventory item record from the clone, place
the cloned record into Edit mode, make the desired changes to the clone
and then Save the record.  If there is a check mark in this data field, the
cloned record with changes will be used to create a new main inventory
item record.

If you have created  birth detail records, with this setting turned off, and
subsequently want to create main inventory item records from the birth
detail records, simply place each birth detail record into Edit mode and then
select the Save toolbar button.  Repeat this for each existing birth detail
record that you want to use to create a main inventory item record.

when creating a birth detail record ...

Mark as Active?

If the progeny item is added to the main animal inventory table, place a
check mark into the check box to tag this item as active.

birthing information ...

Birth Presentation

Select the item from the drop down list which best describes the birthing
presentation of the progeny item.

birthing information ...

Weight

Use the two (2) weight data fields to enter the weight of the progeny item.

identification and attributes ... Use the data entry fields, within this category, to enter information which
identifies the progeny item.

Recording Multiple Sires

The aim system provides the capability to record multiple Sires for a single birthing activity.  It is not uncommon in the animal
world to have multiple Sires for a multi-birth activity.

As a further explanation … consider the question, “Can a litter of puppies have multiple Sires”?   Yes.   The reason is because
the Bitch ovulates many eggs and if she has had multiple partners, the sperm from any of the partners could potentially fertilize
an egg.  So, if she has multiple partners, there can be multiple Sires to the litter, but only one Sire for each Puppy.

The same is true for any other female that ovulates multiple eggs per season.   It has even occurred in humans!

Because this situation could arise, aim has been designed so that you can record complete and accurate birthing detail
information.  In the case of the puppies mentioned above,  rather than being limited to selecting a single Sire  ( which would be
inaccurate ), you have the flexibility to identify the Sire for each, or all, birthing detail items in a multiple birthing event.  It is left up
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to you to decide which Sire will be recorded on official Breed Registry / Association documents.

4.1.6.2 Pairings and Progeny

Use this form to view mated pairs and their resultant progeny.  The progeny records are selectively displayed from the main
inventory item table and the birthing detail table.

Pairings With Main Inventory Table Progeny

As you navigate through the main
inventory item table, using the toolbar
arrow buttons, the following occurs:

1. The focused inventory item is
displayed in the information editor on
the left side of the form.

2. A list of mating partners is displayed
in the record list located at the
top-right of the form.

3. The progeny for the mated pair is
displayed in the progeny list located
at the bottom-right of the form.

NOTE: If the record list (Item 2)
contains multiple records, selecting
each record will display a new set of
progeny items.

The progeny list is constructed from two
sources, the main inventory item table
and the birth detail table.  Select the
desired tab to view progeny items.

This example displays progeny items
from the main inventory item table.

Pairings With Birth Detail Table Progeny
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As you navigate through the main
inventory item table, using the toolbar
arrow buttons, the following occurs:

1. The focused inventory item is
displayed in the information editor on
the left side of the form.

2. A list of mating partners is displayed
in the record list located at the
top-right of the form.

3. The progeny for the mated pair is
displayed in the progeny list located
at the bottom-right of the form.

NOTE: If the record list (Item 2)
contains multiple records, selecting
each record will display a new set of
progeny items.

The progeny list is constructed from two
sources, the main inventory item table
and the birth detail table.  Select the
desired tab to view progeny items.

This example displays progeny items
from the birth detail table.

4.1.6.3 Breeding Services

Use this form to record breeding services records.

The multi-tab form contains data entry
elements to record the following types of
breeding services:

§ Live Cover - Controlled mounting
between a Sire and Dam.

§ Open Cover - Free range cover. 
Examples include the placement of
a Bull into a field of Cows, or the
placement of several Ewes into a
breeding field with a specific Ram.

§ Artificial Insemination

§ Collection

Navigate to the desired inventory item
and select a breed service tab.

Each tab contains an information
editor.

The record list (ex: multiple live cover
records) for each tab is displayed in
the top-right of the form.

Live Cover
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Cover Date - Enter the cover date.

Mate ID - This data entry field will display
Dam ID or Sire ID, based on the gender of
the animal inventory item displayed in the
navigation window.  Directly enter the
information into this field, or click the button
in the field to display a popup list of inventory
items.

Cover Location - This is a dynamic
selection list, used to specify the onsite
location of the live cover ... such as Breeding
Barn.

Additional location information can be
entered or selected from a popup list when
the live cover takes place at an off site
location.

Live Cover Calendar Reminder

A calendar reminder can be created for a Live Cover record.  To set a reminder, take the
following steps:

1. Select the    toolbar button to display the drop down reminder panel.

2. Place a check mark into the Create a Calendar Reminder ... check box.

3. Set the offset for the reminder.

4. Enter the Reminder Text. Place a check mark into the Create a
Calendar Reminder ... check box to
create a calendar reminder when a new
Live Cover record is inserted into the
database.

Open Cover

Date In / Date Out - Enter the dates that the
inventory item is placed into and removed
from the Cover Location.

Mate ID - This data entry field will display
Dam ID or Sire ID, based on the gender of
the animal inventory item displayed in the
navigation window.  This is an optional field
and is typically used when you want to
record a specific mating.

Generally, open cover denotes the
placement of a prospective Sire into a field
or pasture with one or more prospective
Dams.  In this case, if the record is for the
Sire, then the Mate ID would be left blank.
However, if you are recording an open cover
record for one of the Dams that has been
placed into the field or pasture with the Sire,
then you can record the Sire ID.

Cover Location - This is a dynamic
selection list, used to specify the onsite
location of the live cover ... such as Breeding
Paddock.

Additional location information can be
entered or selected from a popup list when
the live cover takes place at an off site
location.
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Open Cover Calendar Reminder

A calendar reminder can be created for a Open Cover record.  To set a reminder, take
the following steps:

1. Select the    toolbar button to display the drop down reminder panel.

2. Place a check mark into the Create a Calendar Reminder ... check box.

3. Set the offset for the reminder.

4. Enter the Reminder Text. Place a check mark into the Create a
Calendar Reminder ... check box to
create a calendar reminder when a new
Open Cover record is inserted into the
database.

Artificial Insemination

Insemination Date - Enter the insemination
date.

Collection ID - Enter the unique identifier
assigned to the collection.

Semen Acquired From - This information
can be directly entered into the data entry
fields, or selected from a popup list.

Artificial Insemination Calendar Reminder

A calendar reminder can be created for an Artificial Insemination record.  To set a
reminder, take the following steps:

1. Select the    toolbar button to display the drop down reminder panel.

2. Place a check mark into the Create a Calendar Reminder ... check box.

3. Set the offset for the reminder.

4. Enter the Reminder Text.
Place a check mark into the Create a
Calendar Reminder ... check box to
create a calendar reminder when a new
Artificial Insemination record is inserted
into the database.

Collection and Storage
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Collection Date - Enter the collection date.

Collected From - Enter the Unique ID for
the Sire, or select the Sire from a popup list.

Collection ID - Enter the unique identifier
assigned to the collection.

collection method ... This section of the
form contains two (2) data fields to record
specific collection method data.

Device - This is a dynamic selection list,
used to specify the type of device used for
the collection, such as Whirl-Pak.

Circumstance - This is a dynamic selection
list, used to specify collection
circumstances, such as Libido and type of
Teaser.

Disposition - This is a dynamic selection
list, used to specify the type of disposition,
such as Evaluation, Fresh AI, Chilled and
Shipped, Frozen, etc.

technical  ( bse )  information ... This
section of the collection record allows you to
record technical information for the
collection.  NOTE: This information is
typically added to the record following the
initial collection.

owner | technician information ... Use
this section of the collection record to
capture owner information and the
identification of the technician performing
the collection.

collection stored at  ( facility ) ... Use this
section of the collection record to identify the
storage facility for the semen.  This
information can be directly entered into the
data fields or selected from a popup list of
facilities.

Collection Calendar Reminder

A calendar reminder can be created for a Collection record.  To set a reminder, take the
following steps:

1. Select the    toolbar button to display the drop down reminder panel.

2. Place a check mark into the Create a Calendar Reminder ... check box.

3. Set the offset for the reminder.

4. Enter the Reminder Text.
Place a check mark into the Create a
Calendar Reminder ... check box to
create a calendar reminder when a new
Collection record is inserted into the
database.

Collection Storage Details
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Data Mining the Storage Records

One of the most frequent tasks is to locate all collections by a specific Sire and determine
what semen is available for use.  You can compile this information easily using the aim
Architect's Query Workshop to join the data tables together and derived the appropriate
listing, or the aim PrintShop to join the data tables and perform a similar listing function.

Data entry for collection storage records
is located on the Collection breed
service tab.

Collection storage records are linked to
specific collection records.  When a
new storage record is entered, the
Collection Date, Collected From and
Collection ID data fields are inherited
from the collection record.

Storage Date - Enter the date that the
straw or vile was placed into storage.

Active - Place a check mark into the
check box to mark the straw or vile as
active (unused and available).  As straw
or viles are used for subsequent AI
events, simply return to this form and
mark the appropriate straw or vile
record(s) as inactive.

Physical Location - Use the Tank,
Canister, Cane, Goblet and Straw data
fields to identify the physical location of
the straw or vile within the tank farm.

clone record - Typically, when entering
storage records, you will be entering
multiple records for each collection.  If
the collection of straws or viles will be
stored together, use the clone record
button to make duplicates automatically.
When a record is cloned, all of the data
fields will be filled with the previous
record's information and the data entry
cursor will be positioned at the straw
data field.

4.1.7 Competitions, Shows and Events

Use this form to enter records related to competitions, shows and events.  The flexibility of this form allows you to enter the records
for either animal inventory or contact items.
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The navigation pane, at the top-left of
the form, allows you to select the type of
record to enter ... 

§ Select the animal inventory items
tab to display animal inventory items
in the navigation pane.

§ Select the contacts tab to display
contact items contained in the aim
address book.

This form contains drop down selection
lists (ex: Event Name, Event Type) and
drop down check list (Event Titles).

The drop down selection lists are
dynamic ... the check list items are
constructed via the Selection List
Manager.

Entering Competition Record(s) for an Animal Item

Select the animal inventory items tab and navigate to the desired animal inventory
item, then take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

NOTE: Use the Ledger   check box to synchronize the financial information ... in the
editor with the aim Financial Ledger.

  Unchecked  The accounting information in the editor will not be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.

  Checked  The accounting information in the editor will be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.  If this is a new record, a new record will be created in the Financial
Ledger.  However, if this is an existing record, which is being edited (updated), the
corresponding record in the Financial Ledger will also be updated.

Entering Competition Record(s) for a Contact (address book) Item
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Select the contacts tab and navigate to the desired contact (address book) item, then
take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

NOTE: Use the Ledger   check box to synchronize the financial information ... in the
editor with the aim Financial Ledger.

  Unchecked  The accounting information in the editor will not be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.

  Checked  The accounting information in the editor will be synchronized with the
Financial Ledger.  If this is a new record, a new record will be created in the Financial
Ledger.  However, if this is an existing record, which is being edited (updated), the
corresponding record in the Financial Ledger will also be updated.

4.1.8 Calendar and Scheduling

The Calendar and Scheduling form provides the tools to manage calendar and scheduling events for animal inventory and contact
items.  Calendar events can be entered as single events or with recurrence.

Toolbar Functionality

The calendar and scheduling toolbars provide the functionality to navigate through the animal inventory and contact item records and
to select the desired view interface.  The List View toolbar provides the functionality to navigate and work with the List View record
list.

Calendar and Scheduling Navigation and View Toolbar

This toolbar provides the functionality to navigate through the animal inventory and contact item records ... and to select the desired
view.  The toolbar buttons provide the following functionality:

 Navigation : Move forward and backward through the records in the data table.

  Batch Mode : When this button is visible and selected, a single record can be entered and distributed to all members in a
View Group.

  Outlook View : Select this toolbar button to place the user interface into the Outlook styled view.  See the Outlook Style
User Interface Toolbar section of this topic for more details.

  List View : Select this toolbar button to display calendar and scheduling records in a record list view.

  Task View : Select this toolbar button to display the Task View.  In this view, you can enter, edit and delete tasks.  The
task view provides a to do list manager.
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Select the    toolbar button to display a drop down panel to set default behavior for the Outlook styled views.

Outlook Style User Interface Toolbar

This toolbar provides the functionality to print preview and print day, week, month and year-at-a-glance views of calendar and
scheduling events.  Also, use this toolbar to change the user interface to display day, week, multi-week, month and year-at-a-glance
views.

List View Toolbar

This toolbar provides the functionality to navigate and work with records in the List View record list.  Refer to the Toolbars and
Record Lists topics for more information related to working with record lists.

Calendar Event and Recurrence Editor

Calendar events are entered using the calendar event editor.  The editor
provides the tools to enter, edit or delete a single or recurring calendar
event.  Use the Event Category and Event Sub Category data fields to
uniquely characterize the calendar event.  What do I enter into the
Category and Sub Category Fields?

Use the recurrence editor to set the recurrence parameters for a
repeating calendar event.  Define the desired recurrence pattern and
then select the OK button to apply the recurrence.

Outlook Styled Views

Select the    toolbar button to place the Calendar form into the Outlook style.
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Select the desired tab in the navigation
pane to display calendar and scheduling
records for animal inventory or contact
items.

The multi-month calendar display in the
left side of the form will highlight the
dates and date ranges for user-selected
calendar events.  Double-click a date
within the multi-month calendar to go to
that date.

Alternatively, you can click the right
mouse button within the Day, Week,
Month or Year-at-a-Glance views to
display a popup menu that supports
date navigation.

To enter, edit or delete a calendar event
in any of the Outlook styled views,
simply double-click within the view to
create a new calendar event, or double-
click an existing calendar event to
display the calendar event editor.

Day View

The Day View displays calendar events that have been scheduled for a
specific day.  The range of visible hours, within the 24 hour period, can be
set on the drop down settings panel.
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Week View

The Week View displays calendar events that have been scheduled during
a specific week.

Use the scrollbar at the right side of the view to scroll backward and
forward in weekly increments.

Multi-Week View

The Multi-Week View displays calendar events that have been scheduled
during a multi-week period.

Use the scrollbar at the bottom of the view to scroll backward and forward.

Month View

The Month View displays calendar events that have been scheduled during
a specific month.

Use the scrollbar at the right side of the view to scroll backward and
forward in monthly increments.
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List View

Select the    toolbar button to place the Calendar form into the List View.

The List View provides a standard record list format to display calendar
and scheduling events.

Refer to the Record Lists topic for more information related to working with
record lists.

Detail Records Only

In the detail only list view, the record list will display records for the animal
inventory or contact item displayed in the navigation pane.

Select the   toolbar button to display the calendar event editor and
insert a new calendar event for the animal inventory or contact item.

To edit an existing calendar event, select the    toolbar button, or
double-click the desired row in the record list.
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Master-Detail Records

In the master-detail view, the record list will display master rows for all
animal inventory or contact items in the current view group, and detail
records that have been entered for any of the master rows.

Refer to the View Group topic for more information related to View Groups.

Task View

Select the    toolbar button to place the Calendar form into the Task View and display the Task information editor.

The Task View form provides a
convenient mechanism to maintain a
task list ... in essence, a to do list.

Task items can be entered for animal
inventory or contact items.
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Navigate to the desired animal inventory or contact item, then take the following steps.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

4.1.9 Contacts  ( address book )

The Contacts and Vendors form provides the tools to manage the contact information for persons and companies that you know
and do business with.

The left side of the form contains
information editors to manage primary
and secondary address information as
well as linked items.

The right side of the form contains
record lists for primary and secondary
address information along with a
multi-tab filter panel.
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To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into
Insert or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information
editor.

Secondary Address Information

Once you have entered the primary address information (above), secondary address information
can be entered.

To enter or edit information, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into Insert or
Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE:  Use the   toolbar button to delete the record displayed in the information editor.

Filtering the Contact Record List

Below the list of Contact items  ( on the right side of the form ), there is a panel with alphanumeric tabs and several drop down
lists to set the desired filter for Contact information.

In the apply tab to… drop down list, you can choose the data field to be used when selecting any of the tabs.  As an example, if
you select Last Name in the drop down list and then click the B tab, only records whose last names begin with the letter B will be
displayed.  To view all Contact items, select the ALL tab.

In the filter using category… drop down list, you can choose the categories of Contact items that you want to view.  As an
example, if you select Business and Volunteer categories, then only Contact items that contain one or both of these category
labels will be displayed.

Linking Image, Video and Document Files to a Contact Item

You may have an occasion to link image, video and / or document files to a contact item, such as a news article, contract, etc. 
Refer to the File Cabinet Linked Items topic for information related to linked items.
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4.1.10 Financial Ledger

The Financial Ledger form provides the tools to manage your financial information.

The left side of the form contains
information editors to manage
transaction records and transaction
detail records.

The right side of the form contains
record lists for financial transactions
and any line item details for each
financial transactions..

Select the desired tab in the navigation
pane to display financial transaction
records for animal inventory or contact
items.

Entering a Transaction
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Single transactions can be entered using the following steps:

1. Set the Ledger for either animal or contact view.  The selector tab is located
directly below the navigation window at the top left corner  of the form.

2. Navigate to the desired animal item or contact item.

3. Select the ledger transaction tab to display the transaction information editor.

4. Click the   toolbar button to place the editor into Insert mode.

5. Enter the desired information:

§ Date – date of the transaction

§ Type of Transaction – select Financial or In Kind

§ Sub Type of Transaction – select the type of Financial or In Kind
transaction:

ð Income

ð Expense

ð Contribution From

ð Contribution To

ð Other

§ Account – enter the name of the Ledger Account, or select a previously
entered Account from the drop down list.

§ Sub Account – enter then name of the Ledger Sub Account, or select a
previously entered Sub Account from the drop down list.

§ Amount – enter the amount of the transaction.

§ Payment Type – select the payment type from the drop down list.

§ Tax Deductible – place a check mark into this data entry field if the
transaction is tax deductible.

§ Memo – enter additional information and notes regarding this
transaction.

6. Click the   toolbar button to save the transaction record.

Entering Transaction Detail  ( Transaction Line Items )
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The transaction detail editor works that same as the transaction editor.  To enter the
transaction detail line items for a transaction, take the following steps:

1. Select the ledger transaction detail tab to display the transaction detail
information editor.

2. Click the   toolbar button to place the editor into Insert mode.

3. Enter the desired information:

§ Amount – enter the amount for this line item.

§ Detail – enter a description of this line item, such as “Supplies”, or select a
previously entered Detail description from the drop down list.

§ Sub Detail – enter a description that further identifies the detail, or select a
previously entered Sub Detail description from the drop down list.  As an
example, if the Detail is “Supplies”, the Sub Detail might be “Rags”, or
“Cleaning”, and so on.

§ Tax Deductible – place a check mark into this data entry field if the
transaction detail line item is tax deductible.

§ Memo – enter additional information and notes regarding this transaction
detail line item.

4. Click the   toolbar button to save the transaction record.

4.1.11 General Care and Gestation Planner

The General Care and Gestation Plan Calculator gives you the tools to construct reusable general care and gestation plan
templates for any breed.

The left side of the form contains the
information editor to enter, edit and
delete Plan Items along with a
multi-month calendar which highlights
Plan Item dates and durations.

The right side of the form contains the
plan selection and record list toolbars.

With a general care or gestation plan
displayed in the record list, the Start
Date and Stop Date values will be
automatically recalculated when the 
Start Date or Duration values are
modified.  As an example, as the 
Duration value in this screen shot is
incremented, the dates displayed in the
Start Date and Stop Date columns will
be recalculated for any affected Plan
Items.
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Component Parts of the Planner Form

Plan Item Editor and Multi-Month Calendar

The left side of the form contains the toolbar and information editor.  The toolbar across the top
of the panel contains the following buttons:

New - Select this button to clear the record list and enable the Plan Item editor to begin
constructing a new Plan.

Save - Select this button to save the Plan Items in the record list.  For an existing Plan, this
button will overwrite the existing Plan, otherwise you will be prompted to provide a name for the
Plan.

Save As - Select this button to save a Plan to a new name.  This allows you to save a new file
under construction, or an existing or modified Plan to a new name.

Delete - Select this button to delete an existing Plan.  You will be prompted to confirm the delete
operation.

See the Constructing a New General Care or Gestation Plan section of this topic for
information regarding the Plan Item editor and the construction of Plan Items.

Plan Selection and Plan List

The upper row of the toolbar contains three (3) components:

Templates - This drop down selection list provides a list of Plan templates
previously constructed.

Start Date - This component displays the starting date of the plan.  In the
case of a General Care Plan, it would represent the starting date of care. 
For a Gestation Plan, it would represent the breed or cover date ... or if
preferred, the ovulation date.

Duration - This component displays the duration of the general care
period or gestation period.

The lower row of the toolbar contains toolbar buttons to print preview, print
or export the record list, as well as a calendar button to create calendar
event records from Plan Items.  See the Creating Calendar Events From
Plan Items section of this topic for more information regarding the creation
of calendar event records.

Constructing a New General Care or Gestation Plan

As you enter Plan Items, the Start Date and Stop Date values will be calculated using the Start Date and Duration values.  It is a
good idea, but not required, to set the Start Date and Duration values before constructing Plan Items.  If you construct the Plan
Items first, then simply adjust the Start Date and Duration values and the Start Date and Stop Date values in the record list will be
automatically recalculated.

To enter or edit Plan Items, take the following steps:

1. Select the   or   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into Insert
or Edit mode.

2. Enter or modify the desired information.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.
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Plan Item Description Enter a description for the Plan Item.

Calc from Start Date This check box is used to determine how to calculate the start date for a Plan Item.

Start Date  +  Start  ( + / - days )  +  Length  ( days )

Using the record list in the above section and the information editor in this section, the
Foaling Miscarriage Period item was calculated as follows:

4/4/2005  +  (-42)  +  13

In other words, the Foaling Miscarriage Period begins 42 days prior to foaling and typically
lasts for 13 days.  Another example, would be the Plan Item for the First Rhino Shot,
calculated as follows:

4/4/2005  +  155  +  0

The first Rhino shot would be planned for 155 days following the beginning of the gestation
period.  The zero (0) for Length ( days ) indicates that this is a milestone within the Plan.  It
does not have a length.

  Calculate the Plan Item start date based on the beginning date of the Plan ( Start Date ).

  Calculate the Plan Item start date based on the end date of the Plan ( Start Date + Duration
).

Start  ( + / - days ) Used to calculate the Plan Item Start Date.

Enter a positive or negative value to represent the number of days before or after the Start Date
or the number of days before or after the Duration period (Start Date + Duration).

The numeric value ( positive or negative ) will be calculated based on the setting of the Calc from
Start Date check box.

  The numeric value will added or subtracted from the starting date of the Plan to derive the
date for this Plan Item.

  The Duration will be added to the Start Date to come up with an ending date for the Plan.
The numeric value will be added or subtracted from the ending date to derive the date for this
Plan Item.

The resultant (derived) date will be displayed in the Start Date column for the Plan Item in the
record list.

Length  ( days ) Used to calculate the Plan Item Stop Date.

The length of days (duration) for this Plan Item.  This numeric value will be added to the derived
date described above and displayed in the Stop Date column for the Plan Item in the record list.

Use an Existing Plan

Typically, you will construct a general care or gestation plan that can be reused over and over again.  However, there may be
occasions when you need a specialized plan for a single animal.  As an example, you may have twenty (20) Mares in a field who
conform to a reusable Equine gestation plan ... the scope of Plan Items and a duration of 340 days.  One of the Mares needs more
veterinary oversight during pregnancy and she usually foals at 330 days.  In this case, you can modify the reusable Equine Plan and
save it to a new name.  Then, when the unique Mare gets pregnant, simply use the specialized Plan to manage the activities and
milestones during her pregnancy.  When any of the remaining 19 Mares get pregnant, simply use the generic Equine Plan.

As a reminder, you are not limited to the number of Plans.  You can create as many Plans as you need to meet your breeding and / or
animal management programs.
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Creating Calendar Events From Plan Items

Every general care or gestation plan contains Plan Items that you want to
track or be reminded of.  In these cases, you can select Plan Items and
convert them to Calendar Events for one or more animal inventory items.

Converting All Plan Items to Calendar Events

1. Select the Calendar toolbar button.

2. Select the Use All Plan Items menu item.  This will display a popup list
of animal inventory items.

3. Select one or more animal inventory items from the popup list.

When the popup list is closed, the Plan Items will be converted to Calendar
Events for each animal selected in the popup list.

Convert Selected Plan Items to Calendar Events

1. Place a check mark into the    column for each Plan Item that you
want to convert.

2. Select the Calendar toolbar button.

3. Select the Use Selected Plan Items menu item.  This will display a
popup list of animal inventory items.

4. Select one or more animal inventory items from the popup list.

When the popup list is closed, the selected Plan Items will be converted to
Calendar Events for each animal selected in the popup list.

4.1.12 Adoption and Foster Care

This topic will be available when the companion functionality is released.

4.1.12.1 Online Applications

This topic will be available when the companion functionality is released.

4.1.12.2 Adoption and Foster Care History

This topic will be available when the companion functionality is released.

4.2 User Defined Forms

User Defined Forms ( UDF ) are data entry forms that have been created using the aim Architect.
 This allows the user to extend their data entry capabilities to meet specific record keeping
requirements.  UDFs are classified in the following ways:

§ Linked to Animal Inventory Items.  This type of UDF provides data entry for records that are
directly linked to animal inventory items, such as an additional Acquisition form to facilitate a wide
range of intake information.

§ Linked to Contact Items.  This type of UDF provides data entry for records that are directly linked
to contact items, such as a Weekly Work Hours form, or records that apply to contact item
activities.
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§ Standalone  ( not linked ).  A data entry form that contains information not linked to either animal
inventory or contact items.  An example would be an Equipment List, which would contain record
entries for trucks, tractors, farm implements, etc.

The user interface for UDFs is exactly the same as the user interface throughout the aim application.
The below screen shots present examples of UDF forms that have been created using the aim
Architect and are in use by current aim users.

Linked to Animal Inventory Items

This form demonstrates how a
Zoological Park has created a UDF to
record training activities.

Linked to Contact Items
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This form demonstrates how to record
Staff or Volunteer work hours and
calculate weekday and weekend totals.

NOTE: The calculations displayed in
the totals ... section of the information
editor are dynamically calculated.

This form demonstrates how a 4H
Member keeps an record of their
Projects.

NOTE: The information entered in this
form is easily used to construct pages
for the 4H Member's Record Book.

Standalone  ( not linked )
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This is an example of a standalone form
used to record an inventory list of
equipment.



Section

5Workshops and Utilities
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5 Workshops and Utilities

The aim software suite provides a wide range of Workshops and Utilities to support the core record
keeping and information management capabilities of the product.

Pedigree and Progeny Workshop Provides the tools to display unlimited levels (generations) of both
Pedigree and Progeny.

User Interface Themes Provides the tools to create multiple user interface themes and
tailor the user interface layout of information editors and record
lists.

View Groups Provides the tools to create specialized and reusable view groups.

Export Data Export data from aim data tables.

Import Data Import data from other aim users, or customized imports of
animal inventory items.

Report Title Images Provides the tools to construct a list of reusable images,
selectable at runtime for use in printed outputs.

Selection Lists Manager Provides the tools to manage selection lists used in dynamic,
fixed and check list editors.

File Cabinet Provides the tools to link image, video and document files to
animal inventory items, or place them into a common file cabinet.

5.1 Pedigree and Progeny Workshop

The Pedigree and Progeny Workshop provides a wide range of display and analysis tools for
pedigree and progeny information.

Common Features and Functionality

Topics Related to Specific Tasks

Displaying User-Defined Generations

Edit a Selected Item in the Display

Expand or Collapse Selected Portions of the Display

Print and Print Preview

Save the Display as an Image File

Display Pedigree

Display Progeny

Drawing Outlines and Colors

Highlight Matches and Duplicate Items

Select Display Font

Select Display Text
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Working with Blank Nodes

5.1.1 Common Features and Functionality

The Pedigree and Progeny Workshop provides a consistent and intuitive set of features and
functionality to display and analyze pedigree and progeny information.

Components of the Workshop User Interface Layout

The workshop has two (2) basic
components, the toolbar and the
graphical display pane.

The display pane provides graphical
displays of pedigree and progeny
information.

By default, each time you enter the
Pedigree Workshop, the display is
presented with three (3) generations. 
Refer to the Displaying User-Defined
Generations topic for more information
related to displaying pedigree and
progeny generations.

Using the    toolbar button, you
can show / hide a panel that provides
tools and settings for display
characteristics as well as analysis. 
Refer to the Display and Analysis
Tools section of this topic for more
information.

The Workshop Toolbar

The toolbar provides one-click toolbar buttons to perform a range of functionality within the
Workshop.

Display and Analysis Tools
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Select the    toolbar button to show / hide the settings panel.  The sections within the panel are:

§ Display Text and Font.  Two buttons are provided at the top of the panel to set the desired text and
font for the text in each node of the display.

§ Outlines and Colors.  This section of the settings panel provides check box selections that affect the
drawing of node outlines and the use of gender colors to provide a visual cue of male and female
nodes.

§ Matches and Duplicates.  This section of the settings panel provides analytical tools to highlight
matches ( fuzzy or exact ) and duplicates within the pedigree or progeny display.

§ Blank Node Text.  This section of the settings panel allows you to select how to handle blank nodes.

5.1.1.1 Displaying User-Defined Generations

The display in the Pedigree Workshop is dynamically constructed for each animal as you navigate
through animal inventory records.  This ensures that you are always presented with the current and
accurate information for each animal that participates in the display.

To provide the user with optimum performance, the display is set at three (3) generations when
entering the Pedigree Workshop.

Use the   numeric component on
the toolbar to set the number of
generations to display.  The value can
be changed in two ways:

1. Use the arrows, on either side of the
component, to incrementally change
the number ... up or down.  As you
change the value, the display will
automatically redraw to display the
correct number of generations.

2. Manually set the value in the
component.  Enter the desired
number of generations into the
component.  The display will
automatically redraw to display the
correct number of generations.

NOTE:  Set the numeric value to zero
(0), to redraw the display using all
available information.  As an example, if
the current animal inventory item has
fifteen (15) generations of data in the
animal inventory table, setting this value
to zero will redraw the display using all
fifteen generations.

The value displayed in the toolbar component defines the number of generations that you want to
display ... if the data for that number of generations is available in the database.  The actual number
of displayed generations is provided in the status bar panel located in the lower right of the Workshop
form.
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5.1.1.2 Edit a Selected Item in the Display

Typically, editing data related to an animal inventory item takes place on the Overview form. 
However, you may have occasion while in the Pedigree Workshop to notice information that is
incorrect or needs updating for a specific node in the display.

To edit the core information for an animal inventory item displayed at any position in the pedigree or
progeny view, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired node in the display.  Use the left mouse button and click the desired node. 
Notice that the node displays a selection rectangle around the node.

2. Select the    toolbar button to place the node into edit mode.  Notice that the popup
information editor is displayed.

3. Perform any updates or corrections within the information editor.

4. Close the popup information editor.

When the popup information editor is closed, the text in the node will be updated.

Pedigree Workshop Information Editor

The popup information editor provides the same range of data entry fields that are available in
the Overview form, when entering or editing an animal inventory item.

Select the update Inventory Item button to close the window and save the changes.

Select the cancel button to close the window and disregard any changes.

5.1.1.3 Expand or Collapse Selected Portions of the Display

The Pedigree and Progeny displays can be expanded or collapsed to display the full range of
generations or selected portions of the display.  This assists in viewing interested portions of a large
number of generations.
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Select the    toolbar button to
show or hide the buttons used to
expand or collapse sections of a
pedigree or progeny display.

This example demonstrates the pedigree display with the  

  toolbar button selected.

Note that each branch in the display contains a visible
expand / collapse button.  The button will display a minus
sign ( - ) or a plus ( + ).  Select the minus sign to collapse a
section of the display, or select the plus sign to expand a
collapsed section of the display.

This example demonstrates how the pedigree will be
displayed with a section collapsed.

To expand the collapsed section, select the plus sign.

5.1.1.4 Print and Print Preview

The Pedigree Workshop provides the same robust print preview and printing capabilities available
throughout the aim application.

Select the    toolbar button to display the current pedigree or progeny in the print preview

window.  Select the    toolbar button to send the pedigree or progeny display directly to the
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printer.  Refer to the Print Preview and Print topic for information regarding the print preview features
and functionality.

The following pedigree display ...

... will be displayed in the following print preview window.
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5.1.1.5 Save the Display as an Image File

Pedigree and Progeny displays can be saved to a bitmapped image file format  ( *.bmp ).

This format provides the user with a standard means to create digital images of pedigree and
progeny displays.  To save a pedigree or progeny display to an image, take the following step:

1. Select the    toolbar button.  Note that a popup window displays to save the file.

§ Enter a name for the file.

§ Select the Save or Cancel button to complete or cancel the operation.

NOTE: Pedigree and Progeny images can be viewed on the Overview form, along with other linked
images and documents for each animal inventory item.

5.1.1.6 Save Pedigree Links for COI Calculation

Coefficient of Inbreeding (COI) has long been a method to assist breeders / owners in making their
breeding decisions.  In 1922, the Wright's Formula appeared, which allowed breeders to
mathematically calculate the COI ... 0 - 100%
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Wright's Formula was considered the standard for many decades.  However, beginning the 1980s,
additional calculation formulas and methods have appeared and made available to breeders.  

It is important to note ... the same set of data presented to each calculation method can easily return
a different value.  This is why aim has chosen not to embed a single calculation method with the
Pedigree / Progeny Workshop ... but instead, allow every user to save the required pedigree linkage
data to a standard text file and submit that data to the COI Calculator of their choice.

NOTE : COI calculators provided by Universities and Research specialists are free and
downloadable.  What they all have in common is that they only need a data file ... and that's what 
aim provides.

5.1.2 Display Pedigree

The pedigree display provides a hierarchical representation of ancestor relationships to an animal
inventory item.

Select the    toolbar
button to place the Workshop
into Pedigree mode.

While in this mode, additional
toolbar buttons will be enabled
to allow the user to extend the
pedigree by adding Sires and
Dams, or to remove existing
links to Sires and Dams.

Refer to additional sections of
this topic for more information.

Link a Sire or Dam Item

Locate a node in the display where you want link (add) a Sire or Dam item.  Use the left mouse button to select the desired node.

Select the  or     toolbar button to add (link) a Sire or Dam item.  When each of these buttons is selected, a popup menu
will appear that allows the user to define how the link will be made:

§ Create a new inventory item, add it to the inventory database and link it to the animal displayed in the selected node.

§ Select an existing animal from the inventory database and link it to the animal displayed in the selected node.
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Add a Sire or Dam - Create New Database Record

Selecting this menu item will display a popup editor to enter information that will be used to
create a new inventory item.  When the inventory item is created, a link will be made between
the new item and the animal inventory item displayed in the selected node.

The single item editor provides
data fields to enter identification
and profile information for the
animal inventory item that will be
created.  The data entry fields on
this popup editor match the data
entry fields on the Overview tab.

Use the data field list to select the
desired fields to compare when
checking for duplicates.

Refer to the Using the Single Item
Editor topic for more information
related to checking for duplicate
entries.

Add a Sire or Dam - Select Existing Record From the Database

Selecting this menu item will display a popup list of existing animal inventory items in the
database.  When an inventory item is selected from the popup list, a link will be made
between the selected item and the animal inventory item displayed in the selected node.

To select an inventory item from the popup list, use one of the following options:

§ Double-click the selected item in the list.

§ Select the desired item in the list and click the apply inventory item selection button.

The form will close and the selected item will be linked to the animal inventory item displayed
in the selected node.

Unlink a Sire or Dam Item

Select the    or    toolbar button to unlink a Sire or Dam item.  When each of these buttons is selected, the link will be
removed between the animal in the selected node and the node's Sire or Dam.

5.1.3 Display Progeny

The progeny display provides a hierarchical representation of descendant relationships to an animal
inventory item.
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Select the    toolbar
button to place the Workshop
into Progeny mode.

While in this mode, additional
toolbar buttons will be enabled
to allow the user to extend the
progeny by adding offspring
for selected nodes in the
display.

Refer to additional sections of
this topic for more information.

Link a Progeny Item

Locate a node in the display where you want link (add) a Progeny item.  Use the left mouse button to select the desired node.

Select the   toolbar button to add (link) a Progeny item.  When this button is selected, a popup menu will appear that allows the
user to define how the link will be made:

§ Create a new inventory item, add it to the inventory database and link it to the animal displayed in the selected node.

§ Select an existing animal from the inventory database and link it to the animal displayed in the selected node.

Add Progeny - Create New Database Record

Selecting this menu item will display a popup editor to enter information that will be used to
create a new inventory item.  When the inventory item is created, a link will be made between
the new item and the animal inventory item displayed in the selected node.

The single item editor provides
data fields to enter identification
and profile information for the
animal inventory item that will be
created.  The data entry fields on
this popup editor match the data
entry fields on the Overview tab.

Use the data field list to select the
desired fields to compare when
checking for duplicates.

Refer to the Using the Single Item
Editor topic for more information
related to checking for duplicate
entries.
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Add Progeny - Select Existing Record From the Database

Selecting this menu item will display a popup list of existing animal inventory items in the
database.  When an inventory item is selected from the popup list, a link will be made
between the selected item and the animal inventory item displayed in the selected node.

To select an inventory item from the popup list, use one of the following options:

§ Double-click the selected item in the list.

§ Select the desired item in the list and click the apply inventory item selection button.

The form will close and the selected item will be linked to the animal inventory item displayed
in the selected node.

5.1.4 Drawing Outlines and Colors

The Pedigree Workshop provides the tools to draw the graphical pedigree or progeny information
using outlines, shadows and colors.

To draw a rectangle outline around each node in the display, place a check mark into the Draw Border
Rectangles check box.  When this check box is checked, two additional check boxes are enabled to
effect the following display characteristics:

§ Use Gender Colors - the rectangle outline around each node will be drawn using gender colors
for the node.

§ 3D with Shadow - a shadow will be drawn for each node to give it a 3D effect.

To construct the text in each node using the node's gender color, place a check mark into the Gender
Colored Text check box.

To apply your selections, select the refresh the display button, located directly below the outlines and
colors check boxes.

Nodes with Outlines Nodes with Outlines and
Shadows

Nodes with Gender Colored
Outlines

The following example demonstrates a Progeny display using gender colors to visually identify
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male and female nodes.

5.1.5 Highlight Matches and Duplicate Items

The Pedigree Workshop provides the tools to display matches and duplicates within the pedigree or
progeny display.  These types of analysis tools are defined as:

Matches - highlight nodes that match the search criteria.  The search types are:

Fuzzy - highlight all nodes that contain the search criteria within the full data field value.  This
is analogous to searching for a text sub-string within a text string.

Exact - highlight nodes who's full data field value matches the search criteria.

Duplicates - highlight nodes that contain duplicate information, within a specific data field, to that
of the selected node.
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Perform a Match Search

1. Enter the search criteria into the find window.

2. Set the check box for exact or fuzzy search.

3. Select the data field using the in drop down selection list of data field names.

4. Optionally, select the desired color for the highlight.

5. Place a check mark in the Show in display pane check box to highlight nodes in the display.

6. Place a check mark in the Show in popup window check box to display a record list of matches in
a popup window.

7. Select the show button to perform the search for matches.

Perform a Duplicate Search
1. Select a node in the display.

2. Select the data field using the of drop down selection list of data field names.

3. Optionally, select the desired color for the highlight.

4. Place a check mark in the Show in display pane check box to highlight nodes in the display.

5. Place a check mark in the Show in popup window check box to display a record list of matches in
a popup window.

6. Select the show button to perform the search for matches.

Example of Exact Search Criteria

If you want to highlight all nodes in the display that have Black as the value in the Color data
field, take the following steps:

1. Enter Black into the find window.

2. Place a check mark into the check box next to the find window.

3. Select the Color data field from the drop down selection list.

When you select the show button, all nodes that have a value of Black in the Color data field will
be highlighted.

Example of Fuzzy Search Criteria

If you want to highlight all nodes in the display that have 096 contained within the value of the
Registration Number data field, take the following steps:

1. Enter 096 into the find window.

2. Uncheck the check box next to the find window.

3. Select the Registration Number data field from the drop down selection list.

When you select the show button, all nodes that contain value of 096 in the Registration
Number data field will be highlighted.  This provides the flexibility to search for sub-strings of
information within the full value of a data field.

Example of Duplicates Search Criteria

If you want to locate all nodes in the display that share the same Sire to the selected node, then
take the following steps:

1. Select the desired node in the display.
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2. Select the Sire ID data field in the drop down list.

When you select the show button, all nodes in the display that have the same Sire as the selected
node will be highlighted.

5.1.6 Select Display Font

Use this functionality to change the font (style, size, color) for all nodes in the display.  This setting
will be applied to all nodes.

Select the font button to display the font selection window.

Select the desired font settings and click the OK button, or click the Cancel button to cancel this
operation.

If you clicked the OK button, the font settings will be applied to the nodes in the Pedigree Workshop
display pane.

Example of Default Font

This screen shot demonstrates the
default font used in the Pedigree
Workshop.
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Example of Font Change

This screen shot demonstrates the
effect of changing the font.

5.1.7 Select Display Text

The Pedigree Workshop provides the flexibility to display user-selected data fields within each level
(generation) in the display.  Additionally, the user can also set the order for the data fields within each
level.

This flexibility gives the user total control over the data and how it is displayed within a pedigree or
progeny.

Select the display text button to display the node text selection window.

This window provides the functionality to set the data fields and display order for each level in the
display.
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Select the Display Template

The aim Pedigree Workshop uses a default display template when the Workshop is opened for the
first time.  When you display the node text window, the name of the active display template is
displayed in the text window of the template selection list.  If the template name in the text window
is not the template that you want to work with, simply select the desired display template from the
drop down list.

Select the Pedigree or Progeny Level

To set the range of data fields, and their order of display, for each level in a pedigree or progeny,
click the desired Pedigree or Progeny level.  Note that the selected level is highlighted.  As each
level is selected, the Available Data Fields list will display available data fields.  The Displayed
Data Fields list will display the data fields that are currently assigned to the selected level as well
as the order of their display within the nodes for that level.

Select the Data Field(s) and Set Display Order
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To add a data field to the list of Displayed Data Fields, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired data field in the Available Data Fields list.

2. Select the arrow button to move the selected data field to the Displayed Data Fields list.

Repeat the above steps for each data field that you want to include in the current Pedigree or
Progeny level.

Use the up / down arrow buttons to set the display order of the fields in the Displayed Data Fields
list.  This is the order that the data will be displayed for each node at this level.

Save and SaveAs Display Template Settings

The template name in this window will be set to the same name selected in the drop down display

template selection list.  If you are modifying an existing display template, click the  button to
overwrite the previous version of this template.

If you are modifying an existing template and want to use the changes to create a new template,

enter the name for the new template in the edit window and then click the  button to save the
template settings to the new template name.
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5.1.8 Working with Blank Nodes

There may be occasions when one or more nodes display as blanks, based on the data fields that
have been set in the display template.  When this occurs, you have several options for the display of
blank nodes:

§ Display as Blank node.

§ Display the Record ID within the node.  This is the value contained in the Item ID field of the
inventory data table.

Place a check mark into the Display as blank or Display Record ID Number check box to effect the
following displays.

            

5.2 User Interface Themes

The User Interface Themes form provides the tools to construct an unlimited number of Themes.  By
definition a Theme is a complete collection of all data entry fields used to construct the User
Interface.

The aim software is shipped with a default Theme, which contains the configuration information for
each data entry field and the layout of information editors and record lists.  When you select a Form
from the menu system, the layout of the user interface is determined by the active Theme
configuration data.

In most cases, users will rely on the default Theme to construct the user interface.  However, in cases
where you want more flexibility in the layout of information editors and record lists, and the specific
data entry fields that you want to be visible, additional Themes can be defined and easily selected for
use at runtime.

Create a New Theme  ( create data entry layout to meet specific data entry requirements )

Change Theme Configuration Settings  ( show / hide data entry fields )

Change the Information Editor Layout   ( position data entry fields in the editor )

Component Parts of the User Interface Theme Designer
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Theme List and Toolbar.  The Theme List displays a list of Themes that have been created in the
Themes Workshop.

Information Editor and Layout Toolbar.  In this section of the designer, the toolbar buttons provide
the functionality to move data entry fields and insert static separators to achieve the desired layout of
the information editor at runtime.

Theme Configuration Settings.  In this area of the designer, you can change the text for data entry
field captions, set the visibility of data fields as well as define data alignment and summary
information for each data field.
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5.2.1 Creating a New Theme

The User Interface Themes Workshop provides a robust set of tools and functionality to work with
existing user interface themes, or to construct new user interface themes.

Important Considerations When Creating a Theme

Creating Themes Based on Breed

Typically, most users will construct Themes based on animal breeds, such as Cattle Theme, Horse
Theme, Sheep Theme etc.  Each of these example Themes may present different data entry fields to
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the user when active.  As an example, you may have a data field that allows you to select the horn
type for Cattle ... you would not want this data entry field to be visible when working with Horses and /
or Sheep.  Also, you may have a data entry field to record Scrapie ID information for your Sheep ...
you would not want this data entry field to be visible when working with Cattle and / or Horses.

By using Themes, you can easily add or remove data entry fields in the user interface and at runtime,
select the desired Theme to work with.  Themes can be linked to View Groups, which provide the
ability to tailor the user interface display to specific groups of animals.  As an example, you may have
a Sheep View Group, which contains Sheep inventory.  For this View Group, you want the user
interface to only display those data entry fields that pertain to Sheep.  By linking the Sheep View
Group and the Sheep Theme together, the user interface will adjust itself at runtime to provide you
with the desired user interface layout.

Creating Themes Based on Function

Another innovative way to use Themes is by Function, such as Acquisition.  The aim software
provides a data entry form to capture Acquisition information, however, you may want to have
several versions of the Acquisition form available.  By creating multiple Themes and varying the
layout of the Acquisition information editor for each, you will be able to use different layouts for
recording Acquisition information at runtime.

With a little imagination, you will be able to use Themes in ways that will improve your data entry
efficiency and productivity.

Construct a New Theme

The steps to construct a new theme are:

1. Select an existing Theme in the Theme list.  Select a Theme that closely approximates the Theme
that you want to clone.  The first time that you create a new Theme, the default Theme will be the
only Theme in the list.  

2. Select the  toolbar button, located directly above the Theme List.  This will display a
popup window for you to enter the name and description of the new Theme.

Enter a meaningful Theme name into the Theme Name editor.

Optionally, enter a description for the Theme into the Theme Description editor.

When you select the apply button, this window will close and a new Theme will be created.
 The new Theme Name and Description will appear in the Theme List on the designer
Workshop page.

Once the new Theme is created, you will want to perform one or more of the following actions:

§ Change configuration settings for one or more data entry fields.

§ Change the layout of the information editor.

5.2.2 Changing Theme Configuration Settings

Data entry field configuration settings can be modified for new or existing Themes.  Configuration
settings are applied within the configuration settings area of the Themes Workshop.
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The configuration settings are logically grouped into the following sections:

§ Data Entry Field Captions.  Displays the default captions in the Default Caption column and
captions defined by the user in the User Defined Caption column.

§ Visibility, Alignment and Summary.  Displays the visibility, alignment and summary information for
each data entry field contained in the Theme.

§ Data Field Attributes.  This is technical information and cannot be altered.

Select the Desired Data Entry Form

To change the configuration settings for data entry forms, take the following steps:

1. Click the display list of forms toolbar button to display a drop down list of available forms.  The
list of forms include those provided out-of-the-box (factory forms) and User Defined Forms (UDF),
which have been created using the aim Architect.

2. Select a data entry form in the list.

a. Double-click the highlighted data form row in the list.

b. Select the data form row and click the apply selection toolbar button.

The drop down window will close and the selected form will be displayed in the designer.  The
following sections of this topic describe how to change the configuration settings for the selected
form.

Data Entry Field Captions
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The Default Caption column displays the data entry captions for each data entry field.  The
User Defined Caption column displays caption text that the user wants to display for one or
more data entry fields.

To create a new data entry field caption, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired row in the list.

2. Click the left mouse button in the User Defined Caption cell for the desired data entry field.

3. Enter the text that you want displayed at runtime for this data entry field.

4. Select the   toolbar button to display the new caption in the
information editor.

Repeat the above steps for each data entry field caption that you want to change.

NOTE:  Captions can also be displayed in Row Separators.  This provides a means to display
header text for logically grouped data entry fields within the information editor.

With the flexibility to change data entry field captions, you not only can change the caption to new
text, but can essentially repurpose an existing data entry field for a different use.  The following table
presents examples of possible re-labeling of data entry fields for other purposes.

aim Defaults
Zoological Park / Science
Center

Breeders : Sheep, Goat, Cattle, Dogs,
Cats, Llamas, Reptiles, etc. Veterinarian

Registered Name Scientific Name Registered Name Name

Registration
Number

Common Name Registration Number File or Case Number

Call Name Location  (bldg. & cage) Disease Code

Other
Identification

Microchip Number Ear Tag Number, Phenotype, Location

Visibility, Alignment and Summary
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This section provides a mechanism to set the visibility, alignment and summary
for each data entry field.

In Editor - Place a check mark into the check box to make the data entry field
visible in the information editor.  

Select the   toolbar button to display the new configuration
settings.

In Grid - Place a check mark into the check box to make the data entry field
visible in the record list.  NOTE: Data entry fields that are unchecked, are
available at runtime, but are not visible when the data entry form is initially
displayed.  Refer to the Add or Remove Data Columns topic for more information
regarding the visibility of record list data columns at runtime.

In Pedigree - Place a check mark into the check box to make this data field
available to the Pedigree Workshop.  This column only applies to data fields in the
animal inventory data table.

In Navigate - Place a check mark into the check box to make the data field visible
in the navigation pane on data entry forms.  This column only applies to data fields
in the animal inventory data table.

Alignment - Select the data column alignment for each data column in a record
list.

Summary Type - Select the type of summary (sum, count, min, max, avg) for
numeric data fields.  Summary information is displayed in record list Summary
Footers and Group Footers.  Refer to the Add or Remove a Record List Summary
topic for more information regarding summaries.

Data Field Attributes

This section is read only and displays technical information related to each data field.

5.2.3 Changing the Editor Layout

The toolbar buttons, located directly above the information editor, provide the one-click functionality
to:

§ Move data entry fields up or down.

§ Add or remove data entry field separators (referred to as row separator).
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The information editor displays the runtime layout of the editor.  

Notice that several of the row separators in the example display captions.  This provides
an easy method of identifying a logical group of data entry fields.  The visibility of the
data entry fields and row separators can be set using the configuration settings.

Move the Position of a Data Entry Field or Row Separator

Data entry fields and row separators can be moved up or down to change their position
in the information editor.  To move the data entry field or row separator, take the following
steps:

1. Select the desired data entry field or row separator.

2. Click the move up or move down toolbar button.  Notice that the data entry field or
row separator moves up or down within the information editor.

Repeat the above steps to position other data entry fields or row separators.

Add or Remove a Row Separator
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Add a Row Separator

To add a row separator, take the following steps:

1. Select the add row separator toolbar button.  Notice that a new (blank) row separator
is added as the last item in the information editor.

2. Select the newly added row separator.

3. Click the move up or move down toolbar button.  Notice that the data entry field or row
separator moves up or down within the information editor.

Repeat the above steps to add and position other row separators.

Remove a Row Separator

To remove a row separator, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired row separator.

2. Select the remove row separator toolbar button.  You will be prompted to confirm
the removal.  Notice that the row separator is removed from the information editor.

Repeat the above steps to remove other row separators.

5.3 View Groups

View Groups provide the flexibility to group animal inventory items in meaningful ways in order to
improve your data management productivity.  

As an example, let’s assume that you have a flock of Sheep.  The flock contains Rams and Ewes.
Using the tools in the View Groups Workshop, you can create a Sheep view group, a Rams view
group and a Ewes view group.  Now, when you want to work with your Sheep inventory, you can view
all of your Sheep, or easily select a subset, based on the breed gender name.

This same technique works for any breed or collection of animal inventory items  ( Horses, Stallions,
Geldings, Mares, Fillies, Colts and Foals are just seven ways that a horse farm can group their
inventory ).

Component Parts of the View Group Workshop

There are three (3) component parts in the View Group Workshop.  They are:

§ Filter Designer.  Provides the functionality to construct a data filter based on the value in one or
more data fields.  Group members are animal inventory items that match the filter criteria.

§ Selection Designer.  Provides the functionality to directly select the members of the group.

§ Results List.  Displays the members of a Filter or Selection type View Group.

Saving a Filter or Selection Type View Group

Select the   toolbar button to save this group of animal inventory items to a new view group.
When this toolbar button is selected, the following popup window will be displayed.
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Select the desired option for the View Group.

Create a new View Group.  Enter the name for the View Group and select the apply button.

Rename selected View Group.  This option allows you to rename an existing View Group.
Enter the new name for the View Group and select the apply button.

Modify (overwrite) selected View Group.  This option allows you to overwrite an existing
View Group.  Select the View Group name from the drop down list and select the apply button.

Filter Designer

The filter designer allows you to construct multi-level filters using specific data field values.  The
functionality on this tab provides a very flexible, yet powerful, mechanism to create a view group. 
When you first use the view group workshop, the filter will be empty.  To construct a filter for a view
group, take the following steps:

1. Click the left mouse button on the Filter box and select Add Condition from the popup menu, or
click the left mouse button on the phrase press the button to add a new condition.   Notice that
a new condition row will be displayed.

2. Set the condition for this row in the filter.

ðClick on the data field and select the desired data field from the drop down list.

ðClick on the operator and select the desired operator from the drop down list.

ðClick on the remaining editor and select / enter the desired condition to be compared.

3. Select the   toolbar button to save this group of animal inventory items to a new view group.

NOTE:  Repeat the above steps to add more condition rows to the overall view group filter.

As an example, a typical condition row might be : Breed Name equals Sheep.  To extend the view
group filter so that members of the view group have to be female Sheep, add another condition row
with Gender Name equals Ewe.  When this example view group is saved to the view group list, its
members will only include animal inventory items whose Breed Name = Sheep and Gender Name =
Ewe.
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The results list is displayed when a filter-based View Group is selected in the View Group list, or the 
test view group filter toolbar button is selected.

Selection Designer

On this tab, you can directly select each inventory item that you want to include in a view group.  A
good example of grouping animals in this manner is a Boarding facility, where the barn manager may
want to group animals based on the client or owner of the animals.

To select animals in the list of available inventory items, take the following steps:

1. Select one or more animal inventory items.  Refer to the Selecting Multiple Rows in a Record List
topic for more information regarding record selection in a record list.

2. Select the   toolbar button to save this group of animal inventory items to a new view group.

NOTE:  If you want to add a range of animal inventory items to an existing view group, select the 

  toolbar to add the item(s) to the group.   To remove an inventory item from an existing group,

select the   toolbar button and the item will be removed from the view group.

NOTE:  Directly selected animal inventory items can only be added to view groups which have been
created using the direct selection method.

This example demonstrates the results for a View Group created by direct selection of animal
inventory items.  The remove selected item(s) ... toolbar button can be used to remove one or more
members from the group.

5.4 Export Data

This topic will be available when the companion functionality is released.
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5.5 Import Data

This topic will be available when the companion functionality is released.

5.6 Report Title Images

The aim system allows you to include an image in the Title area of any printed outputs.  The Report
Title Images form provides the functionality to construct and maintain a list of images for use in
report or printed output Titles.  There is no limit to the number of images in the list.

The top half of the form
demonstrates an Explorer styled
user interface.  The navigation pane
on the left allows you to navigate
within your computer's file system. 
The file list pane on the right
displays the available list of image
files.

The bottom half of the form
contains the selected list of images
as well as the tools panel with
buttons to add or remove images in
the list.

Navigating the File System
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Use the navigation pane in the
same way that you use your
computer's File System Explorer. 
As you navigate the file system,
folder contents will be displayed in
the File List pane on the right side
of the form.

Display and Selection of Image Files

Items in the File List pane can be
displayed in multiple formats,
similarly to the File System Explorer
available with your computer's
operating system.

Once you have located the desired
image file in the File List pane, use
the add image to list tools panel
button to add the image file to the
record list.

Add or Remove an Image in the Record List
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Files in the record list can be
renamed or removed.

To rename a file in the list, click on
the desired cell in the Name
column and edit the text.

To remove a file from the list, select
the desired item in the list and use
the remove image from list tools
panel button.

NOTE: Images in report titles can
range from 1/2 inch to a full 4
inches tall.  Set the default size for
images in the numeric editor.  At
runtime, the images will be resized,
with aspect ratio, to the size of this
value.

NOTE:  To save your record list
changes, select the save image
list toolbar button before closing
this form.

5.7 Selection Lists Manager

Selection Lists are used throughout the aim software, providing dynamic and fixed lists of selections
items.

The Selection List Manager provides a
centralized location and the tools to
manage and maintain selection lists that
are:

§ Provided as part of the shipping
product.

§ Added to existing Factory Forms in
the aim Architect.

§ Added to Forms created by the user
in the aim Architect.

§ Added to Factory or user-defined
Forms in the aim Architect, but
contain selection lists that are
specific to a Theme.

The following sections of this topic
describe how to use the Selection List
Manager.

Component Parts of the Selection List Manager
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selection lists ...

Selection lists are displayed within the
hierarchical display pane on the left side of the
form.

Each tab at the bottom of the display pane, will
display a unique set of selection lists:

Factory Forms.  Selection lists on this tab
display the selection lists provided with the
shipping product.

UDF : Factory Forms.  Selection lists on this
tab display any selection lists that have been
added to a Factory Form.

UDF : Forms.  Selection lists on this tab display
selection lists that appear on data entry Forms
that have been created with the aim Architect.

UDF : Themes.  Selection lists on this tab
display selection lists that are unique to each
Theme and have been created with the aim
Architect.

Refer to the Working With Selection Lists
section of this topic for more details.

selection list editor

The selection list editor provides the
tools to add, remove and modify
selection list items and to set the
character case for items in the list.

Refer to the Working With Selection
Lists section of this topic for more
details.

Working With Selection Lists

The selection list editor provides the tools to manage selection list items for all four categories of
selection list types.
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Adding New or Editing Selection List Items

To add a new item or edit an existing item, take the following steps:

1. Select  ( highlight )  the pick list in the left pane.  Notice that any items for this
pick list will appear in the right pane.

2. Enter or Edit the text of an item in the list editor.  Press the keyboard Enter key,

or select the  editor button to save the editor content to the list directly below
the editor.

Deleting Selection List Items

To delete a pick list item, take the following steps:

1. Select  a list in the left pane.  Notice that any items for this list will appear in the
editor.

2. Select an item in the editor.

3. Depress the keyboard Delete key, or select the   editor button to remove the
item from the list.

Setting the Display Order for List Items

If the list has been created as a non-Sorted list, the check box at the bottom of the editor pane will be unchecked and the up /
down arrow buttons will be enabled.  Use the up / down arrow buttons to arrange the items in the list.

Changing the Case of Selection List Items

The character case buttons, to the right of the list editor, provide the ability to change the character case for all items in the list.

abc – change all items in the list to lower case.

Abc – change all items in the list to mixed case.

ABC – change all items in the list to upper case.

Selection List Types

This section describes each type of selection list.

Factory Forms

This list displays selection lists provided with the shipping product.  The lists are
displayed hierarchically and logically grouped according to function.
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UDF : Factory Forms

This list displays selection lists that have been added to Factory Forms using the 
aim Architect.

The list is hierarchical, with selection lists grouped by Form.  In this example, a
Breed Registry selection list has been added to the Overview factory form.

UDF :  Forms

This list displays selection lists that have been added to data entry forms created
in the aim Architect.  These types of data entry forms are referred to as User
Defined Forms (UDF).

The list is hierarchical, with selection lists grouped by Form.  In this example,
several dynamic selection lists have been added to the Equipment List UDF form.

UDF : Themes

This list displays selection lists that have been added to factory forms or data
entry forms created in the aim Architect and are unique to each Theme.

The list is hierarchical, with selection lists grouped by Theme.

In this example, a Body Type dynamic selection list has been added to the
Overview factory form, but has been marked as unique to each Theme.

5.8 File Cabinet

The File Cabinet provides a repository for an unlimited number of image, video and document files
linked directly to animal inventory items, or centrally stored as general items.
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The left side of the form contains the
information for linked and general items.

The right side of the form provides a
viewer for image files.

Link Files to Inventory Items

The linked items editor in the File Cabinet provides the tools to link an unlimited number of
image, video and document files to any animal inventory item.

To link a file to an animal inventory item, take the following steps:

1. Navigate to the desired inventory item.

2. Select the   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into Insert mode.

3. Select the Type of file from the drop down selection list.

4. Click the button in the Location data field, to select the desired File System file.

5. Enter a meaningful Name for the file.

6. Optionally, enter a Description for the file.

7. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

NOTE: Place a check mark into the Default Image field if you want this image to be the
default image when displaying linked items on the Overview form or using an image in a
Pedigree Workshop print out.

Place Files into the General Repository
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The general items editor in the File Cabinet provides the tools to store an unlimited number of
image, video and document files in a general use repository.

To place a file into the general repository, take the following steps:

1. Select the   toolbar buttons to place the information editor into Insert mode.

2. Select the Type of file from the drop down selection list.

3. Click the button in the Location data field, to select the desired File System file.

4. Enter a meaningful Name for the file.

5. Optionally, enter a Description for the file.

6. Select the   toolbar button to save the information.

View Linked and General Items

The view pane displays image, video and document files that have been
linked to an animal inventory item or placed into the general repository. 
Toolbar buttons provide the functionality to affect the display format and
printing capabilities.

  Size To Fit Frame.  Resize the image to fit within the view pane.

  Reset Image.  Resets the image to its original state.

  Print Image.  Displays a popup print parameter window to set
custom printing options.  See additional information below that describes
these options.

  Zoom In / Out.  Zoom the image.

  View Using Native Application.  Open the image, video  or
document in its native application.

Print Linked and General Items

Select the    toolbar button to print the image.

Orientation : select portrait or landscape.

Copies : select the number of copies.

Caption : enter a text caption to be included in the printed output, or leave this
blank to not display a caption.

Stretch and Center : use the check boxes position the image on the printed
page.
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  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the top-left of the page.

  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the top-left and stretched
to fit on the page.

  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the center of the page.

  Fit Image to Single Page

  Center Image on Page

  

The image will be positioned at the center and stretched to
fit on the page.

5.9 Dynamic View Groups

Dynamic View Groups provide the flexibility to gather animal inventory and contact item records into
meaningful groups.  At runtime, you can quickly select the desired grouping of animals or contacts to
work with.

5.9.1 Animal Inventory Items

The aim software system provides the View Group Workshop to design view groups based on
specific data or by direct selection of animal inventory items.  To provide greater flexibility and
access to view groups, a dynamic view group designer is also available.

To display the dynamic view group window, select the F6 keyboard key.

Dynamic View Group List

The view group list tab displays all dynamic
view groups that have been designed and saved
using the dynamic view group designer.

Use the open selection in designer button to
change to the designer tab and display the filter
for the selected view group.

Use the copy selection item... button to copy the
dynamic view group to the View Group
Workshop.
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Dynamic View Group Designer

The filter designer allows you to construct
multi-level filters using specific data field values. 
The functionality on this tab provides a very
flexible, yet powerful, mechanism to create a
dynamic view group.

Use the test filter toolbar button to test the view
group filter.  Test results are displayed in the
record list at the bottom of the designer.

To construct a filter for a view group, take the following steps:

1. Click the left mouse button on the Filter box and select Add Condition from the popup menu, or
click the left mouse button on the phrase press the button to add a new condition.   Notice that
a new condition row will be displayed.

2. Set the condition for this row in the filter.

ðClick on the data field and select the desired data field from the drop down list.

ðClick on the operator and select the desired operator from the drop down list.

ðClick on the remaining editor and select / enter the desired condition to be compared.

3. Enter a name for the dynamic view group into the Name editor.

4. Select the   toolbar button to save this group of animal inventory items as a new dynamic view
group.

NOTE:  Repeat the above steps to add more condition rows to the overall view group filter.

As an example, a typical condition row might be : Breed Name equals Sheep.  To extend the view
group filter so that members of the view group have to be female Sheep, add another condition row
with Gender Name equals Ewe.  When this example view group is saved to the view group list, its
members will only include animal inventory items whose Breed Name = Sheep and Gender Name =
Ewe.

5.9.2 Contact Items

To provide greater flexibility and access to Contact items, a dynamic view group designer is
available.

To display the dynamic view group window, select the F6 keyboard key.
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Dynamic View Group List

The view group list tab displays all dynamic
view groups that have been designed and saved
using the dynamic view group designer.

Use the open selection in designer button to
change to the designer tab and display the filter
for the selected view group.

Dynamic View Group Designer

The filter designer allows you to construct
multi-level filters using specific data field values. 
The functionality on this tab provides a very
flexible, yet powerful, mechanism to create a
dynamic view group.

Use the test filter toolbar button to test the view
group filter.  Test results are displayed in the
record list at the bottom of the designer.

To construct a filter for a view group, take the following steps:

1. Click the left mouse button on the Filter box and select Add Condition from the popup menu, or
click the left mouse button on the phrase press the button to add a new condition.   Notice that
a new condition row will be displayed.

2. Set the condition for this row in the filter.

ðClick on the data field and select the desired data field from the drop down list.

ðClick on the operator and select the desired operator from the drop down list.

ðClick on the remaining editor and select / enter the desired condition to be compared.

3. Enter a name for the dynamic view group into the Name editor.

4. Select the   toolbar button to save this group of contact items as a new dynamic view group.

NOTE:  Repeat the above steps to add more condition rows to the overall view group filter.

As an example, a typical condition row might be : Category equals Staff.



Section

6Select or GoTo a Specific Animal
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6 Select or GoTo a Specific Animal

The aim software provides an easy mechanism to:

§ Display the list of animal inventory items.

§ Select a specific animal inventory item.

§ Jump to a specific animal inventory item in the database.

Select the F5 keyboard key or the GoTo menu item to display the popup list of animal inventory
items.

This popup list can be used to select a specific animal inventory item to support data entry, jump to
the specific animal inventory item, or simply list, group and print animal inventory items.

Refer to the Record Lists topic for more information related to working with record lists.



Section

7Select or GoTo a Specific Contact
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7 Select or GoTo a Specific Contact

The aim software provides an easy mechanism to:

§ Display the list of contact items.

§ Select a specific contact item.

§ Jump to a specific contact item in the database.

Select the F5 keyboard key or the GoTo menu item to display the popup list of contact items.

This popup list can be used to select a specific contact item to support data entry, jump to the specific
contact item, or simply list, group and print contact items.

The information editor on the left side of the popup window can be used to enter additional Contact
items.

Refer to the Information Editors and Contacts topics for  more information related to working with
information editors and entering Contact records.

Refer to the Record Lists topic for more information related to working with record lists.
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